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They are never alone who are ♦
♦ accompanied by noble thoughts.
♦ —Sidney.
—

WITH THE BOWLERS
The Three Crows made a brave
stand In the last string at the Star
alleys Friday night and turned de
feat Into victory by 21 pins. Cum
mings had high string (121) but
high total went to King Henry's ace.
Snow. The summary:
Three Crows — Horrocks, 537;
Cummings. 536; Mason, 524; total,
1507
Wall's Wonders — Jordan, 531;
Snow. 545; Wall, 500; total, 1576.
DANCING AT

JACK-O-LANTERN
PORT CLYDE
EVERY WEDNESDAY NIGHT
KIRK’S BAND

erit

A ROCKLAND BOY’S RISE

At Maine Central Wharf
Stephen Brault and son Leo have
opened a new shop as boiler make.s
and Iron workers in the large build
ing at the head of Maine Central
Wharf, Mechanic street, formerly
used by the Maine Central's marine
division as office, stock room and
repair department.
The head of the new firm, Stephen
Brault, Is a long time resident of this
city and past master of the Iron
workers' trade. He spent 18 years
with the Camden-Anchor, Rockland
Machine Co. and followed that with
16 years as head of the I. L. Snow
& Oo. boiler department. His son
Leo has grown up in amid the
clamor of the boiler makers' business
and for over 20 years has been in
the same line.
This team will head up the new
enterprise doing electric and acety
lene welding, boiler and Iron work
and piping of all sorts. The shop
Is large and well lighted with excel
lent modern equipment. They will
take on Jobs of any size guarantee
ing complete satisfaction and mod
erate prices. The shop telephone Is
97-R and the house phone 97-W.

VISIT

WITHAM’S LOBSTER POUND
LINCOLNVILLE BEACH

Capt. C. W. Kalloch Assistant European Director Of Big
Fleet—His Wartime Record
T>n a leave of absence which ex
tends nearly through the month of
June, Oapt. Charles W. Kalloch ar
rived from Genoa, Italy, last week,
accompanied by his wife (formerly
Barbara Allen Brewer of Washing
ton, D. C.) and their daughter Paula
Jean Kalloch, aged six years. A
fortnight will be spent in the Pocono
Mountains, and the family will then
return to Italy, via New York. Capt
Kalloch's mother, Mrs. W. R. Kal
loch of Malden. Mass., accompanied
Capt. Kalloch on the Rockland' visit.
A young man, and bearing with
becoming modesty the high honor
which was conferred upon him,
through his appointment as assist
ant European director of one of the
world's leading steamship companies,
he has traveled widely since hU
Rockland High School days where
he achieved athletic triumphs so well
remembered by his contemporaries.
His graduation year was 1912, and
in the 21 years which have ensued
his career has been one of almost
incredible activity, facing perils In
far lands, and steadily climbing
whether in days of war or days of
peace.
Capt. Kalloch's early training
fitted him for the vocation of hotel
man—a vocation decidedly at vari
ance with the one which he was des
tined to follow.
From a clerkship at The Thorn
dike he went to Boston as salesman
for the Liggett, Myers Co. in the
Maine territorx, but after a year of
this again became a hotel clerk, this
time at the Adams House In Boston.
When the war broke out he enlisted

KNOX TAILORING CO.

.

SUITS, TOP COATS AND OVERCOATS
Made To Your Measure From

$15.25 to $35.00—Fit Guaranteed
ALL KINDS OF REPAIR WORK
262 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND

116 MAIN ST., THOMASTON
67*lt

SPECIAL MASTER’S NOTICE
I, Edward C. Payson, of Rockland, Maine, hereby

Third Installment—By The Roving Reporter.
2, which with Route 1 had been the
scene of nearly all our road work
since entering the Provinces.

In the Milliken Regiment, but ill
health Intervened, and while he was
home recuperating he attended
Capt. Charles R. Magee's navigation
school, and with the love of the sea
inherited from his father the late
Capt. William R. Kalloch he proved
an apt pupil. Armed with a third
mate's license he went to Boston
and became a cadet on the steam
ship Yosemite, the captain of which
took him to the American consulate
at Bordeaux with the recommenda
tion that he be promoted.
Young Kalloch was made second
officer on a captured German ship,
and notes as a coincidence that he
took the place of another Rockland
boy. Ashley Crockett, who had beer,
assigned' elsewhere after receiving
the appointment.
Returning to New York he en
tered the naval service as ensign,
assigned to the supply ship Rap
pahannock. This was in 1918. After
his first voyage overseas he was pro
moted to lieutenant (Junior grade)
and made navigating officer of the
ship. Within three days of St.
Nazaire on his last trip Capt. Kal
loch learned that the Armistice had
been signed, but the officers of the
Rappahannock concluded to take no
chances, so they continued their zig
zagging course until the voyage was
completed.
There had been several torpedo
attacks on the fleet but the ship on
which young Kalloch served was not
one of the victims. He was on the
Steamship Yosemite when the Flor-

TO THE PUBLIC:—

(Continued on Page Eight)

for the motorcycle, its two passen
gers. a young man and a young wom
an. apparently not noticing the other
machine.
Butler turned the cycle sharply to
the right and it turned over on the
soft gravel, hurtling into a telephone
pole. Young Whitten was thrown
from his position on the rear seat
more than 20 feet, lodging against an
apple tree.
Dr. H H. Plumer of Union was
quickly on the scene, and assisted by
Dr. Edwin L. Scarlott of Rockland,
who happened to be In that locality
first aid was given The Injured men
were taken to Rockland In the Bowes
and Crozier ambulance.

Notice

priority against the Security Trust Co., and I have

fixed Monday, June 12th, 1933, at 9 o clock in the
forenoon, Standard Time, as the time, and the Law

Notice is hereby given that a meeting of subscrib

Library at the Court House in said Rockland, as the

ers for stock of the First National Bank of Rockland,

place of the first meeting to hear such claims.

Maine, will be held at Masonic Temple Hall, in said

All claims should be presented in writing and sup

Rockland, on Monday, June 1 2th, 1933, at ten o'clock

in the forenoon, daylight saving time, for the follow

ported by affidavit.

ing purposes, namely:
EDWARD C. PAYSON.

Special Master

1.

ers of said association.

2.

To designate a Board of Directors for said

bank to be elected by the incorporators to
serve until the first regular annual meeting of

STEPHEN BRAULT & SON

said association, and until their successors are
elected and

Now Located In Their New Shop
MAINE CENTRAL WHARF

To fix the number of Directors to serve until

the first regular annual meeting of sharehold

67-60

3.

A situation has developed in Knox County which today amounts
practically to gang warfare over the control and ownership of gamb
ling machines set into places of business throughout the county.
Crimes have been commtted, including burglary, breaking and enter
ing. larceny, assault, assault and battery and threats to commit other
crimes, some of which have been before the courts during the last
two months. The obvious way to put an end to this dangerous situ
ation is to wipe out the gambling machine business. To this end the
Court urges the citizens of the county not to allow the machines to
be set up in their places of business and the officers to seize them
wherever found.
ZELMA M. DWINAL.
Judge of the Rockland Municipal Court.

PATRIARCHS INVADE ROCKLAND

Moncton is a large and busy city,
due to the fact that it is a railway
center. It was not easy for me to
pass through tt without stopping to
inspect that well known radio sta
tion. CNRA, which is alongside the
principal street.
Everywhere the plowman Is busy
or surveying the acres already plant
ed. We are traversing a valley
which is one of the Province's best
scenic assets. High on a ridge stands
a church whose spire is the highest
object on the skyline. We go through
Mcmramcook, and note on the oppo
site side of the river, the rather pic
turesque town of St. Joseph. Half of
a covered bridge still spans the
river, leaving us to wonder what be
came of the other half.
Dorchester is an Interesting town
because of the large penitentiary
which stands on the hillside. Here
also we saw a new type of roadscraper, quite different than the
kind Ben Bisbee uses. And it was
here that we caught our first glimpse
of a Nova Scotia motor car.
"Welcome to Sackvllle. where you
can see 600 silver foxes," reads a
sign.
A broad, cemented main
street Is doubtless an object of pride
to the Sackvllle Tribune, whose office
we pass.

Uniformed Odd Fellows Will Parade Our Streets At 10
A. M. Tomorrow—Other Event*

Patriarchs Militant,—the uniformed eerved at that delightful resort.
branch of Odd Fellowship—will be Rockledge Inn. Spruce Head island,
seen in Rockland today and tomor and in the afternoon there will be
sightseeing trips Among the places
row on the occasion of the 40th an
visited will be the State Prison and
nual Dtparlinrnt Council meeting 'Montpelier,"
Various diversions
and field day.
will be provided for those who wish
i The first council meeting will be to remain quietly at the hall.
held In Odd Fellows hall at 4 o'clock
At 8 p. m. occurs the grand decora
this afternoon and coincident with tion of chivalry In the high school
that session the Auxiliary will be building—an interesting event open
meeting at the American Legion hall. to the public
Supper will be served at 6 by Miri
Among the prominent Patriarchs
am Rebekah Lodge.
who will be present are BrigadierAt 7.30 p. m. the Council and Aux General Herman E McKenney of
iliary will
hold respective
further business
! -lions
in their
halls, sesand' of
KitteryAdjutant
and Gen.Will
of
Auburn,
Leon C.
E M.ller
Robbins

give notice that 1 have been appointed by the Su

preme Judicial Court Special Master for the purpose
of receiving, ascertaining and fixing all claims of

—~ —Rockland Men Explore Red-Soiled Maritime Provinces
and Journey Home Through ’Roostook

— —————

WHITTEN’S INJURIES CRITICAL
Edgar Whitten and Clyde Butler of
Union were brought to Knox Hospi
tal early Sunday afternoon, having
suffered severe Injuries in a motor
cycle accident on Payson’s Hill. East
Union. Butler was discharged yes
terday. his most serious injury being
a dislocated shoulder.
Young Whitten's condition how
ever is very critical. He has regained
partial consciousness at times, but
had a very restless night last night.
He is suffering from a fracture of the
skull, and a badly injured shoulder.
The occupants of the motorcycle
were coming toward Rockland. On
the top of Payson's HUI Butler
noticed a motor car headed directly

|
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among the matters to be considered Augusta Among the Auxiliary ofby the former wil, be the New Emf-J fleiab wlll
Mrs Efne Pagc of
land field day to be held in Septem- Waterville, president; and Mrs. Edith
her probably in Portsmouth. N. H.
Needham of South Portland, vice
At 10.30 p. m. there will be a social president.
hour in the banquet hall of the Odd
Fellows building
GOOD FOR MATTERN!
The visiting Patriarchs will be
astir early Wednesday morning, and
James Mattern, the Texas flyer,
wlll be regaled with a band concert who Is girdling the globe, landed at
in Postoffice Square at 9 o'clock. At Omsk, Siberia, at 635 this morning
9.15 there will be a flag raising in He is well ahead of the record time.
front of the hall. At 10 a. m. the
The Prosperity Club was enter
parade takes place with Claude E.
Clark of Rumford, chief of staff, as tained by Mrs. Elizabeth Crockett
grand marshal The Rockland and at her home, North Main street.
Camden bands will be in line, and Honors at bridge were won by Mrs.
possibly another.
Doris Jordan and Mrs. Ochea
At noon shore dinner will be Sidensparker.

qualified.

To transact any other business that may prop

BOSTONIANS WHO INTEREST US

erly come before said meeting.

ELECTRIC and ACETYLENE WELDING

Kennedy Crane,

All Kinds of Iron and Boiler Work

William Sansom,

John W. Burns,

and Piping

Charles H. Berry
Maurice F. Lovejoy,

MODERATE PRICES

A. C. McLoon,

Louis A. Walker,

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
✓
Phones—Shop 97. R. House 97-W

For the Citizens' Committee.

June 6, 1933.
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OuklandPjrk
TONIGHT

AL JAHN’S MUSICAL JOY BOYS
ELEVEN

MEN

ELEVEN

W. J. TAIT
Expert Watch and
Clock Maker
Specialize en Chimes and French
Clocks
All Work Guaranteed
Formerly employed by C. E. Morse
Jeweler
Now Located at

HUSTON-TUTTLE BOOK STORE
404 Main Street
Rockland

FOR SALE
,

TOMATO PLANTS
CELERY PLANTS
PEPPER PLANTS

PETUNIAS For Window Boxes
MARIGOLDS,
COSMOS,

ASTERS,
ZINNIAS,

SNAPDRAGONS,
CARNATIONS

AND MANY OTHERS

C. E. WADE
70 WALDO AVE.,

ROCKLAND
66*67
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UNDER THE UNION JACK

JUDGE DWINAL’S APPEAL

Stephen Brault and Son Leo
Open Iron Working Plant

THREE CENTS A COPY

Rockland, Maine, Tuesday, June 6, 1933

Rockland folks hear a great deal about these two men. The wne on the
right is Howell Culllnan, who gives us the Roston Globe news flashes every
morning and every noon—now on his eighth year without a skip, and the
favorite news announcer with a very large majority of Knox County listeners.
Seated at “Cully's" left is a former Rockland hoy, who, since leaving home,
has served in turn as staff photographer for Boston newspapers, news writer
and lecturer. As a lecturer he has become exceedingly popular In Greater
Boston for he has topics of worldwide interest, with personally made views
of notables and notable events, and tells his story in a manner that would
make Rockland folks very proud of flint. His name is Alton II. Blacking-ton.
I

Retracing Our Steps
Some things which had not at
tracted our attention on the east
ward Journey obtrude themselves on
our thoughts as we begin the long
homeward journey.
For Instance there is that aban
doned factory building in Amherst,
where not a solitary whole pane of
glass remains. Rockland is appar
ently not the only place where boyj
“bust" windows.
Leaving Moncton the tourist's at
tention is attracted to a sign which
reads: "Good-bye, and hurry back.”
Another name: “Lindy's Tourist
Camp." We seem to have heard that
name before, somewhere.
“White Rose" seems to be the
most widely advertised brand of
gasoline In the Maritime Provinces,
and the names with which we are so
familiar in the States are quite out
of the picture. And at the filling
stations—whether they supply gas
or foodstuffs, we pay with Canadian
money, provided for in advance at
the Security Trust Company, where
the rate of exchange was found to he
such that a twenty-dollar gold back
couki be bought for 817.60 The
Canadian ten-dollar bill and fivedollar bill are triumphs of lithogra
phy.
It Is raining hard when we reach
Saint John Saturday night, but It is
cold enough to snow and pedestrians
did not look too comfortable In thetr
I
overcoats. Without an overcoat and
, arrayed In a straw lid I felt that I
was about the most conspicuous per
sonage in the metropolis. Bob had
forethought enough to take along a
felt as well as a straw hat, and from
time to time gave vent to a horse
laugh at my expense.

Crossing the Border

And now comes the mecca of our
Journey—the Nova 8cotia border
designated by the relief map which I
have already undertaken to describe.
We crossed the line 10 minutes after
mid-day, after a Journey of 19 hours
and 40 minutes from Rockland, In
cluding many stops.
The vista was a bleak one. for the
day Is as cold as early spring, the
storm clouds have become more
ominous, and the flat landscape is
very largely marshland—to be exact
the famous Tantramar Marshes,
which cover 80 square miles and are
very fertile.
A few miles later we come to
Amherst, which Is a place of con
siderable distinction because it is the
geographical center of the Maritime
Provinces of Canada and the Inland
gateway to Nova 8cotia. The town
is named after Lord Amherst who
aided In the capture of Louisburg in
1758. In the neighborhood are the
grass-crested mounds of two fa
mous fortifications—Fort Lawrence
and Fort Beausejoir.
It is a matter of unspeakable re
gret that we do not have an oppor
tunity to visit Evangeline’s Land
Immortalized In Longfellow’s classic
tale of Acadle.
This Is the forest primeval. The mur
muring pines and the hemlocks.
Bearded with moss snd In garments
green. Indistinct In the twilight.
Stand like Druids of eld. with voices sad
and prophetic.
Stand like harpers hoar, with beards
that rest on their bosoms.
Loud from Its rocky caverns, the deepvoiced neighboring ocean
Speaks, and In accenta disconsolate
answers the wall of the forest.

Weather Man Intervenes
But the low visibility, due to the
weather, warns that a further In
cursion of Nova Scotia would be illtimed. so wc stand within a few
miles of Pugwash and Port Elgin,
where the waters of Northumberland
Strait provide a passage between the
Provinces we have Just negotiated
and Prince Edward Island—and
consider that we have been very tor
tunate, as it was
We dine in an upstairs cafe, and
find that Nova Scotia food tastes
about as it would in any Rockland
restaurant, and that the plain lob
ster, freshly yanked from Nova
Scotian waters has about the same
flavor as the Rockland product which
its competition Imperils. We do a
bit of trading in a souvenir shop
and head for home with the knowl
edge that the war song “It's a long
long way to Tipperary” about fits our
case We have traveled 434 miles,
with no sleep but cat-nap6.
The return Journey from Nova
Scotia Is a case of countermarch as
far as Sussex, N. B„ where our plan
to return via Fredericton received a
Jolt when we were Informed that
Route 9 was In poor condition, and
that a car got stuck there only a few
days before. . 8o w« clung to Route

Night Ride A Nightmare
The night ride from Saint Juan io
St. Stephen In the storm, and over a
highway famous for its m&ny curves
and precipitous sides, was something
in the nature of a nightmare, for we
were sleepy, and 87 miles under sucn
circumstances is quite a stretch of
road.
We registered at the Queen Hotel
In St. Stephen over night, and found
that It Justified Don Fuller’s recom
mendation. In good season Sunday
morning, and very much refreshed,
we pass customs, and are given a
clean bill of health.
Calais Is all dolled up for the BPWs
and the VF.Ws and standing proud
ly In the midst of all this finery is
Chief of Police Kerr, an extremely
genial personage built on generous
dimensions. When he learned that
Bob was formerly chief of police in
Rockland he immediately turned over
the keys of the city to us, and the
meeting proved a happy one. Chief
Kerr has been on the job 15 years,
and survived the Democratic over
turn last year by 32 votes.
The smoke is going up the chimney
of the Calais Baptist Church, for the
morning is more suggestive of March
than May. Across the river arc the
St Croix Mills, the largest reason
why Calais and St. Stephen occupy
their present prominence on the
map.
Heading For Aroostook
Odd name for a farm: "Early
Morn.” This is in Princeton, through

(Continued on Page Eight#

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had to live my life again I would
have made a rule to read some poetry
and llaten to some music at least once
a week. The loaa of these tastea la a lose
of happiness—Charles Darwin.
THE BREATH OF SUMMER

The breath of summer through the lilac
blows.
The songs of summer ring from every
wood:
,
Each morn we see the dew upon the
rose.
And find tt good.
How old the story Is!
Lo. there they
come.
The self-same things—the bird-song,
the breeze.
The flowering shrub, the summer scent,
the hum
\
Of honey bees;

The sail smlt white with sun. beyond
the reach
Of tumbling waves along the silver
sand:
The moonlit tide that makes our lit
tle beach
A magic strand.

How old. and yet how new! Each gor
geous eve.
Each golden dawn emerging from the
night.
Brings to the spirit, eager to receive.
Some fresh delight.
We do not tire of beauty Ever more
When summer comes and opes her
chest of treasures.
Our hearts respond as If unknown before
Were all her pleasures.
We smile to see again the rose newbudded,
And. when we hear the love-aongs of
the birds,
To voice the Joy wherewith our souls
are flooded
We And no words!
—Denis A

McCarthy.
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Behold, Ood ls my salvation; I
will trust, and not be afraid—Isa.
12:2.

DEALING WITn CRIME
____
It is a grave situation uncovered
by the statement made by Judge
Dwinal of the Municipal Court,
and printed upon another page.
That the slot machine should have
been allowed to flourish to the indi
cated extent in Knox County; that
around this unlawful machine there
should develop these manifesta
tions of crime to which His Honor
directs attention; is startling. It
is a situation that calls for a
concerted manifestation of public
opinion. His Honor points out the
practical way to cure the danger
ous situation. Get rid of the gamb
ling machine, to begin with. Lawabiding citizens will stand four
square for this. The patriotic citizen will see that the machine is
banished from his place of business.
The officers of the law will make
prompt seizures of any of the
machines not thus voluntarily got
rid of. And every citizen who
believes that crime should be denied
the right of way will lend his support to any movement that has for
its object the bringing to pass of
the reforms to which Judge Dwinal
is directing his energies.

SNOW VS. NEWBERT

officers go asea
And Recover Dory and Traps

At The High School

THE FIRE FUND

North Haven Man Uses No

(By the Pupils)

A notable contribution to the Ells
worth and Auburn relief fund, as
Haven Fishermen
sault on Mr. Newbert
arranged by the Red Cross is the sum
------Junior High School literature j
_____
of $80 given by the inmates of thel
j Two angry North Haven fishermen classes observed National Poetry Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
State Prison, through the Thomaston
came to Rockland lest week and told Week by individual presentations of
In reply to L. P. Newbert's article
branch. This amount was netted by
their troubles to Sheriff Harding's favorite poems. The arrangements regarding my humble eflort to atr
were made by these committees: 7-1, W views on the prohibition question ‘he ,"instrel sh°w glven 85 a benent,
I Fne tries tiro clirtnfinrc'
department! ft seems that some
for the fire sufferers. Other recent,I
Finley Allen, Sterling Morse, Herman I wish to say that his statements are
body had stolen John Quinn's dory,
Hoffses. Paul Pietrosky and Elden far more antique than mine; also contributlons wert:
and for good measure had taken Widdecomb: 7-2: Theodore Benner, they are far from right. Mr. New- Unlon Red 01055 ..................... 3'°°|
i
10 W ;
along 10 of his lobster traps. Will Victor Daniello. Vita Lombardo, bert Is to be congratulated for being Eda ° C°Pelar'd' Thomaston
able
to
live
ln
that
Heaven
on
earth
Previously
reported:
Grigory's dory was unmolested but Emma Nye and Louise Waldron; 7-3:
he mourned the loss of 20 traps Richard Adams, Lawrence Candage, where there is no intoxication. Il Strand Theatre ........................ $100.30 j
he ls referring to Rockland tt must Thomaston Red Cross ............. 40 so'
And if the air around North Haven Orace Grant, Earl Sukeforth and
.,
, ..
Nancy Snow; 7-4: Gardner Brown, have been cleaned up within the last Union ........................................ 13.00 i
was as blue as the waters of the sea 1
James Hanley, Stuart MacAlman, three weeks as a friend of nruie Strand Theatre (Auourn fire).. 76 4s '
who can blame these hardy toilers Ethfl
Mlldrfd Shannon. visiting that city at that time said he G. Carl Cassens ........................ 2.00 (
cf the deep
8-1: Elroy Nash. Eleanor Ames, Lewis was in seven speak.es wher,' you Eleanor Griffith ...................... 1.00 (
Deputy Sheriff Ludwick took up Small. Henry Wooster and Shirley
buy by the drink anything you Comrades of the Way ............. l.oo 1
the case with the aid of State Pa
Cora F. Ames, North Haven.... 1-00 S
Stickney; 8-2: Irena Allen, Ralph wanted in tne line cl nose peint
trolman Shaw, and they put to sea
but only one of these sold the qual- Mary Wiggin Spear ................. 1.00
Billings, James Hayes, Egbert Farn
with Warden Sellers of Stonington
ity of goods which he could recom-' A Friend ................................ 2.00
as their very capable pilot. They ham and Arlene Robbins; 8-3: James mend. The others handled the well, Mrs. Fred RSpear ................... 5.00j;
visited Mountalmille. Isle au Haut !East' Dorothy Munroe, Oeneva Hill. known brands which are concocted Mr. and Mrs. E K Leighton .... 10.00
| and York Harbor, and at lhe las', Lawrence Crockett and Barbara from barb wire and glass, known a> AmericanLegion,Rockland
.. 1100 N
) named place came upon Lewis Perry.
"Kill me quick."
A Friend __ ...._ ................... 15.00 ’
Shepard erf Deer Isle, whom they
• • • • ,
Two Ladies .............................. 3.00 '
charged with having possession of
Extra clerical help is being given
I wonder If Mr. Newbert really be- Brown Class, 1st Baptist Oh. .. 3.00
the stolen property.
in the principal's office this week by Uevcs the statements h: has made M. A. Murphy, Friendship ___ 2.00
Shepard was arraigned before Helen Jordan and Irene Billado. or is he taking the say so of others North Haven Br. Red Cross .... 25.00
Judge Dwinal in Rockland Municipal Joseph Billings and Victor Armata and trying to believe them I have Mrs. Bills, Camden ................. 1.00
Court. He was convicted r.n two( have been the regular secretaries.
lived in both wet and dry States and Cong. Church, Warren .
6 00
| charges of larceny, and sentenced to1
....
have seen far more drunkenness in Mr. * Mrs M. R. Snow &
lour months in jail on each.
Richard ............................... 1.00
Although there are only eight ’
State than in the wet one
He was committed.
more days of school, and then the
a small town ln the northern part

PORTRAIT OF KNOX

Stolen From Two North

ALLOWED BY COURT

Camden Bank Conservator

May
The visitor who drops into the
cheerful business offices of the
Knox Woolen Co. at Camden finds
hls attention drawn to the portrait
of Gen. Knox, which hangs in a
conspicuous place upon the wall.
It is a copy of the famous Stuart
painting, whose original rests in the
Boston Museum of Arts, an admir
able copy, upon which unfortu
nately the artist's name does not
appear The portrait was present
ed by Edward H. Best & Co. of Bos
ton, a most appropriate gift to the
manufacturing company that bears
the name of the Revolutionary hero.
We always feel, looking upon a
portrait of Knox, that these re
minders of the man and the place
he made for himself in history can
not be too much multiplied.
EDGAR ALLAN POE

Comes another book dealing
with Poe, that literary genius of the
long-ago, about whom hls contem
porary critics widely differed, while
even today these critics as a
class find it impossible to agree
upon any common ground to
assign him in American letters. It
is scarcely exaggeration to say
that only the few now pay at
tention to those writings which
render conspicuous the literature of
America. Who of our readers are
familiar with Poe's fascinating
tales, how many can quote his
poems, the most beautiful in the
language?
Do our instruction
courses in English give them any
honorable place? We would pay a
reasonable bit to listen again to
some properly gifted artist reciting
upon a definite note of appreciation
those classic and immortal stanzas
of "The Raven."
ENLARGEI) MACKEREL

The word comes from down Bay of
Fundy way that large size mackerel
are presenting themselves in great
numbers, succeeding to the un
satisfactory tinker size which tor
some seasons past has disappointed
the fishermen. We have no word
that this ever popular fish is mani
festing himself in this reported
fashion upon our Maine coasts, but
we shall hope to share in the good
fortune that has come to our
friends farther east. Our older
readers who recall those early days
when the Rockland harbor fre
quently became so thronged with
mackerel that almost the fisher
men felt they could cross to the
Owl's Head shore by walking upon
the masses of them, would like to
see repeated such memorable occa
sions.
BOSTON GANGSTER RILE

For an ancient and a decorous
city, which throughout a long pro
cession of years has been charac
terized not only by a general atmos
phere of orderliness but also by
that higher note of culture for
which Boston and her people have
been celebrated, these later and
multiplying stories of crime and
the gangster seem with respect to
New England's metropolis all out
of drawing. Hold-ups, shootings
and murders, with kindred crimes,
present themselves from the first
pages with jjainiul and apparently
a growing frequency. These offen
ces against law and the public
we have grown accustomed to have
told us as of Chicago, but we find
such conditions of lawlessness diffi
cult to associate with our chief city
of the east. There seems to be
threatening a public uprising
against the growing dominance of
gangsters and the pay-roll hold-up
artist. Speed the day. Boston can-

Certain

Convert

Stocks and Bonds
A petition for the sale of bonds
and stocks held by the closed Cam
den National Bank was granted by
Judge Clarence Hale in the U. 8
District Court yesterday after a briel
hearing. It was represented to the
Ccurt by T. J. French, tlie conserva
tor, that disposal of sub-standard
bonds with a book value of $723,685
and stocks of a book value of $4485
would be an advantage to stockhold
ers, creditors and depositors to con
vert these into cash that would aggregate practically $400,000
Interest payments have been de
faulted on a large proportion of the
bonds, the petition sets forth. In the
court order for the sale, it is stipulat
ed that the sale shall be for not less
than market quotations and only at
such intervals as the market can
absorb the securities.
This petition was drawn after a
vote of the directors and is in line
with steps that have been taken to
re-organize and re-open the bank.
approval of these plans having been
given by the Comptroller of the Currency. Mr. French was accompanied by Peter Isaacson, attorney
and Charles C. Wood, former president 01 tne Dank.
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Yesterday sHitiest and Errorfeat Forced Rockland To
Share Second Place
Camden 16, Rorkland 11
In a wild ar.d woolly baseball ex-.
hibition. marked by 27 scores. 28 hi'.;
and 16 errors. Camden High defeated
Rcckland High ax Community Pars
yesterday and forced the locals into
a tie for tlie second place position
which a few days ago secn.ed almost
c.rtair. to be the property of the
crange and black. Lord led the bat
ting barrage with two singles and
two doubles. The score
Camden
ah r bh po a
Chapin, If ............ 6
McFailand, 3b .... 7
Dean, lb ..._........... 6
Lord, ri __________ 6
1
Weed, c ................. 5
Yates, cf ............... 3
0
McLeod, rf ............ 1
Brown, p ..._........... 4
F. Bartlett, 2b ...... 2
Cotta, p, rf ............ 5

Every-Other-Day
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Gloves In This Verbal As

Total to date
$41325
State under the old prohibitian rule, one could hardly ^e:
a;or* the streets for drunks, and the more liquid refreshments, mention
ro°nnng house was packed with ing the brand they would like. An
tho,e who didnt know ‘f they were (.bilging druggist furnished them
ln Ma;ne
California. In tlie wet with two bcttles at $12 per. Upon
State, in a city of 90,000 peopp of all ; emo vir j the cap of cne of the bot-!
5ta*«8- *here
a
100m ties they found the broken blade of
every corner, I saw only two their knife. They also found they
^_^t^eS__I^TOU,d I ke to had paid $24 for their own whisky.
ask Mr. Newbert how he accounts l :r I would like to have Mr. Newbert
is comprised of Bernadette Snow.
that since he is good at "joggerfry. tell me how that druggist get that
Carol Gardner and Leon White.
In regard to my statement on the liquor if he is so good on "goggerfry "
fist of prohibition, Mr. Newbert is
In conclusion I would like to inThe members of the eophomore
far irom 'he subject when he quotes lcrm Mr. Newbert that I am not a
French and Junior Spanish classes
figures from the Department of, ewlller but one who looks the situhave been bringing in the various
Justice
If a farmer was figuring ation squarely in the face The Bible
proJects that they have been working
the cost of a flock of hens could he tells us “To look not upon the wine
on for the post month. These are
ay they coot him the price of the when lt is red” but lt also say6
now on exhibition in Mrs. Jackson's
_
(ggs thc chickens were hatched from • Take a little wine for thy Ptomach's
room, and range from French dolls| an„ nQt count
eost Qf f^ding
sake." Which is right? There are
to scrapb<x)k;and
" Amo’ng’the
housing, etc Haw about the men evils on both sides of the question.
more outstanding projects is an elec- thrown
Qf work by prchU),tion
Which is the leaser and how best
trie questionnaire map of Spain and
deprecla._ion of
controlled is the question.
a model of the famous guillotine lrfweP5. the lost market to the farm F. B. Snow.
which. although lt actually operates.
sanhne industry, fishermen,
North Haven.
does but little damage to heads, or tu^bermen and countless other
fingers
tradesmen connected with the 'louor
ELLEN JANE BAKER
j industry which was turned over to
Room 5 boasts a large framed pho- !.other natiors.
After an illness which had con
These were the
tograph of the Hall of Ambassadors, things 1 was speaking of, and I still fined her to her bed for nearly threij
Alcazar. Seville. The money for this
estimated eost of prohibition years, Ellen Jane Baker, widow of
picture was raised last year by the u fort,y-ri.\ billion dolla-s.
RevJesse R. Baker, died at her
Spanish Club, and Its arrival has been
....
home. 10 Franklin street, Saturday,
looked forward to for several months.
Another evil is the passing of thc aged 88 years. She is survived by
The
archways of the Hall liquor business out of the saloon, into two sons. Arthur S. Baker and Prof.
of Ambassadors are finished in the the home. Many who never drank Harry T Baker, and one daughter.
Moorish arabesques characteristic ot under the old conditions are making Miss Lillian M Baker. The funeral
most Qf Uje older Span,sh structures. [ and drinking liquors today, many j serViCes will be held at the residence
....
having
slai es of the habit. | thls afternoon at 2 o clock.

I2S

Cohassett
SHEETS
You all realize prices are going up; probably it will be a long time before they are
as low again.

Here’s a Chance to Cover on Sheets . . .
Cohassetts are the irregulars of one of America’s best known sheets anil you will

have trouble finding any flaws.
* Full size 81x99.
Size 72x99, 76c each

long summer vacation, September
will be rolling back again soon
Enough reminders of this came
through the registration and course
of study blanks which were recently
circulated through the school.
....
1
The plans for the graduation bail,
to be held June 9. have nearly been
completed. The committee ln charge

SENTER CRANE COMPANY

Here—In Natalie Wyde’j Kitchen—she and her assis
tants prepare the houiehold helps which appear each
week on the backs oi these handbills.
WEEK OF JUNE 5-10

n.

8*

Crushed Field Rock

Pea Rock

ON BACK OF THIS HANDBILL

I CO)

Puffed Rice

2zr
No. 2

SMALL

Cans

HOFFECKER'S

Tomatoes

EXTRA
QUALITY

2

Lge
No. J
Cans

25*

SPLENDID BRAND

Nation-Wide

GELATINE
DESSERTS
pk,5‘

zy
No. 2
Tomatoes FancyWhole
Quality 2 Cans
CHOICE

No. >4'
Cans

GEISHA BRAND

FORMAY ii tho faitoit
croaming shortening you
can buy! Makes lighter
cakosl

1 lb 19c

2 sy

Crabmeat
Tuna

No. %«
Can

iy

FANCY
WHITE MEAT

SPLENDID BRAND

Shrimp

2c-25*

EXTRA
LARGE

Nation-\\ ide or Splendid Brands

Macaroni or Spaghetti 4 ^-25'

r j »»
‘nT
-r-k *
"i?0
" arguerlt^
tts
°*e
who have won pins for a rate of 50
words a minute are: Marion Carr,
Isabelle Choate, Eva Dow, Daisy j
Gray, Evelyn Haskell, Marjorie
Jackson, Marion Passalacqua. Helen
Ross, and Dorothy Spofford.

TRANSFER SERVICE

BIG PRIZE CONTEST
STANDARD QUALITY
Pone SWEET AND

k r' k

0000

HEAD ABOUT

Puffed Wheat

The ilems of entertainment at the At this time of year we see many J Born ln Appleton, Oct. 19, 1844
senior class picnlc the day after P^ple gathering dandelion blossoms, Mrs Baker moved at'an
age
graduation, June 16. at Jefferson by the market-basket fuU, I wonder
where m.1854 her father
Lake' wU1 lnclude: CUas ««“• Allce why They never
to * a very E H Cochran, established an inQay and Stanley Oay; class wm. popular flower years ago
surance agency. In 1873 she was
Lawrence Crane; class prophecy.
As to Mr Newbert's Jersey Light- married (<>
Jesse R Baltsr
Maurice Shepherd.
ning, Third Rail, White Mule, Snake who in 1890 Joined Mr. Cochran in
• • . •
•
Oil, Bar Varnish. Rot Gut and Red
his insurance business, but con
Seniors who have passed the 120- Eye. whose birth place was in the tinued to preach occasionally in and
word Gregg shorthand test and have State of Maine and other prohibition
near Rockland until his death in
received a gold pin are: Irene Billado.
?) sswies.
States, they
Billado, |1 <1 7)
oni y are
are the
uw things
uu<«b I*
Baker had be*en a memIsabelle Choate, Helen Jordan, and would like to see replaced by good
Qf
MemorU, Melhotf
Dorothy King. Those who have liquors Now piease Mr. Newbert, Chur(;h
before her marriage, and
passed the 100-word Ust are: Irene! don't spring that old gag that there ;
her allegiance to this church thereBillado, Isabelle Choate, Mary Poster, are no good liquors for if there are
fore embraced a period of more than
Helen Jordan. Dorothy King. Mar- not any, why do doctors prescribe
50 years. She was greatly interest
gery Philbrook, Helen Ross, Oertrude them for their patients.
Your statement, Mr. Newbert, in ed in church work and in foreign
Simmons and Dorothy Spofford.
regard
to the press to wrong They mUsion-s Her devotion to family
9 • • •
make glaring headlines about a sellwas anally noticeable. Her
The Typewriting Champions of the
' ure of liquor or cf a still seized in many friends often mentioned the
graduating class this year are Helen
an old barn, but never mention the cheerfulness and fortitude with
Jordan and Gertrude Simmons, who j
thousands of cases of liquor which which she bore her illness. Her keen
have attained a rate of 69 and 68
are successfully broadcast alii over interest in many subjects continued
words a minute. Other seniors who
I unabated until shortly beiore her
cur country.
have writUn above 60 words a'
As an Illustration of the efficiency death.
?llnUX,Br»h Irf£e Bll‘^°' Mary J05' I of cur prohibition officers, the story I Among her relatives are Mary

U* ,wo Massachusetts men who Flanders, wife of Ralph J. Flanders,
went to Augusta fcr an outing hits manager of the New England Con;he
q(
Ma£s
a cer_ an(J pr()f Lincoln R Ojbbs head 0,
brand
^lslcy. as a Ilttle' the department of English in Anff)cer Jm
train, ticch college, Yellow Springs, Ohio.
(hey
to Mmple
As
they,
45 16 14 27 17
didn't come from Maine they had!
Itorkland
no corktcrew. so tried to open it with
ab r bh no a e
We were visited by two dlstin- a knife, but breaking off the blade
H. Alien, cf ......... 3 12 0 0 2
guished gentlemen from the Univer- they gave tt up. A short time after
BAY OR LAND
French, cf ..
sity of Maine—Dean Hart, and Pro! a prohibition officer came through
Paladino, ss
To or From Summer Homes
Moreland, Prof. Moreland giving a the train, searched their baggage and
’Themis, 3b
36 IL ( ruker—All Facilities
very interesting talk on how to get seized the two quarts. Upon reach- j
R. Allen, lb
1 12
0
DEEP SEA FISHING
Augusta they wer.t in search of
i Frohcck, If
2 3
1 the best out of life. Contrary to,
Capable Skipper
Ellis, p ......
0 general expectations these officials iMake
Reservations of
did
not
stress
the
need
of
going
to
hardly
anyone
had
any
trouble
holdR. Bartlett,
0
their
school,
but
gave
the
general
lng
down
h
is
dinner.
We
arrived
Dcndis, c ....
0 11
3
V. P. HALL, Rockland
Karl, 2b ............... 5
0 0
1 idea that one should follow a line ol .’hipshape and proceeded to thc base- |
67-68
business,
or
means
of
livelihood
that
ball
diamond
where
we
set
cut
to
• Glover .......
0
3
especially
appealed
to
him.
Another
"win cr bust.” (We go; busted).
0
? Shepard ............. 0
j interesting feature was the story ol After a game in which our boys tried
41 11 14 27 10 101 Leonardo a young boy who worked in •heir best, being led by Charles Ellis
We Are Now Ready To
' Ba.tcd for Bartlett in 9fto.
Illinois coal mine until the famous we had to lease the game to the home
Supply You With
r Batted for Dondis in «th.
tcuiptor Mr. Taft discovered hls leam. Although this dampened the
Canxlen ...... 2 4 2 3 3 0 0 1 1—16 artistic ability in 1902, while doing spirits somewhat, everyone swallowed
Rcckland
.... 0 0 8 0 0 0 1 2 0—111 fresco work on some of the buildings the defeat and tried to forget it by j
Four Sites
Two-base hits, Chapin, Lcrd 2 j f«r the last Chicago world's fuir, eating apples, oranges, peanuts
Yates, Frohock
Three-bas; hits I Af'trr the assembly Dean Hart and cakes, and cookies. Outside the [
Paladino, Cnapin, Lord. Base on [ Prof. Moreland met a group of harbor all who had eaten more than'
First and Second Size and Koek
Dost
tails, off Ellis 11, off Brown 4 Struck seniors who aspire to go to the Uni his share, regretted it. It was rough j
and when I say rough I mean Just!
cut, by Ellis 10, by Brown 7. Double versity.
Delivered in Small or Large
• • • •
that. All those In the stern had a
playa, Chapin to Lcrd to Dean, Lord
Quantifies
Stanley Gay contributes this ac nice salt bath and then seme. Al
to Bartlitt to Dean. Hit by pitched
Loam,
Cement,
Sand and
ba'l, Paladino. Umpires, Fowler and count of the trip to Vinalhaven on though tho lobster smack d'etn’t
Gravel
sink, lt appeared mighty doubtful as
Thursday last:
I iil<y.
"With a chug-chug-chug as the tc whether we'd get ashore or not.
HOSMER POND
not too vigorously marshal her motor turned over, Skipper Black Howsomcver, we all arrived home
GRAVEL PIT
available strength of the law cast off the lines and the trip to and once we had our shore legs again
S. Hansen, Pr6p.
against these increasing forces of Vinalhaven was started. The weath we codld laugh at the experience and
C'AMbEN, MAINE
er wns fine all the way over anc wait for next ytar."
the criminal world.
55Ttf

C3ch

SPLENDID BRAND

Rice

bl^Vuse

MT. ZIRCON

. 2.^15*

Sunshine
ASSORTED a 1Ae
rPACKAGES 4FOI,15r

Ginger Champagne
CmstMits

-9 Bottles
1201

.

MOLASSES CAKE
Testy, Old FuMontd Molsnes Cookies

Lb

WINEBERRE

A—thar Chan— Bat—■« Price Advance

AND

>10

TASTY

18c

ZERO

Candy Bars 5 Each

Ivory Soap

r»EE g^as- PaGS#ap^6
A Paak «f

York Blades
Wiib each 5 pack purchase
al Ihe regular price of...

25*

Chipso

flakes or
GRANULES

Lge
l'kgs

I9‘
2T

SEE THE BACK OF THIS HANDBILL

NATION-WIDE SERVICE GROCERS
ROCKLAND DISTRICT

Every-Othsr-Day
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TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

June 7—Patriarchs Militant field day
(Department of Maine) ln Rockland
June 7 — Thomaston High School
graduation.
June 7—Annual field day of Lady Knox
Chapter DA R.. at Mrs. Blodgett's cot
tage. Jefferson Lake.
June 8—Rockport High School gradu
ation.
June 10—Lakewood Theatre season
opens.
June 11—Baccalaureate Sunday at
First Baptist Church.
June 14—Flag Day.

WEATHER
The week opened itself with skies
and temperature which offered no
excuse fcr church absence, a quality
that deepened itself in public favo.yesterday with a pronounced blue
ness of the heavens softened here
and there by clouds of fleecy white
ness such as the painter loves to
get into his canvas. You could
fairly hear the gardens grow so
perfect were all the conditions com
bining to present the flrst real sum
mer day of Nineteen-thirty-three.
Today opens auspiciously with
morning temperature of 64. but Ride
out says local thunder showers to
day and tomorrow, which would be
a pity for the visit to Rockland of
the Patriarchs Militant. We hopo
Rideout can ride out both days.
O.'ernes'i Sarkestan and Cfaarles
A. Weymouth have peas in blossom.

Installation of officers tonight at
the Eagles Club, followed by supper.
"
There will be no services at the
Congregational Church Sunday, Mr,
Rounds being on his vacation.

W. D. Smith has moved from 21
Grove street to apartments in the
A. C. Jones house, Talbot avenue.
There will be motion pictures at
Park Theatre Friday and Saturday
of this week, and each week there
after. The house will be reopened
just as soon as business warrants it.

The 6chmeling-Baer heavyweight
boxing bout in New York Thursday
night will not be broadcast.

n~—«

CAMDEN

NATIONAL SHUT-IN DAY

Page Three

TO HAVE SUNDAY SPORTS

DIED
BAKER—At Rockland, June 3. Ellen
Jane (Cochran), widow of Rev J«se
R. Baker, aged 88 years. 7 months, 15
days. Funeral Tuesday afternoon at
2 o'clock.
MILLER—At San Luis Obispo. Calif..
May 29, Mrs Deborah M Miller, u na
tive of South Thomaston, aged 83
years.
KEENE—At Rockland. June 6. Delora
E. widow of Albert O. Keene of
Thomaston, aged 78 years
Funeral
Thursday at 2 30 daylight from the
Rockville church.
LESLIE—At Rockland* June 5, Jason
Leslie, aged 85 years.
CAYTON—At Rockland. June 5, Irma
Louise, daughter of Mr and Mr
Francis L Cayton, aged 4 months. 10
days. Funeral Wednesday at 2 o'clock.
SKINNER—At Rockland. June 5. Marv
E. wife of Walter Skinner, aged 54
years Funeral Wednesday at 2 o'clock
from the Burpee parlors.
OOOD—At Camden. June 5, Percy John
Good, aged 59 yenrs. 4 months. 22 days.
Funeral Thursday at 2 o'clock from
the residence on Elm street.
WHITTEN -At Union. June 4. Harriet
A . widow of Rev S. O. Whitten, aged
84 years. 10 months. 18 days. Funeral
Wednesday at 1 o'clock standard
WALTZ—At South Portland. June 5.
Adolph E Waltz, a native of Waldo
boro aged 73 years. Interment to be
ln Waldoboro
BUTLER—At Port Clyde. June 5. Mrs.
Jennie C. Butler aged 69 years, 11
month’3, 17 days Funeral Thursday at.
2 o'clock daylight from Purt Clyde
Baptist Church.

Rev. E. H Hicks, D.D., of San Jose,
Calif., is the guest of Mrs. Georgia H.
The City Government last night | dermen Tirrell, Marston and Duncan
The new Century of Progress
Hobbs, Free street. Enroute Mr
The
co-operation
of
the
Garden
Clubs.
Veterans
of
Foreign
Wars,
voted
to exercise its right of option || were appointed to designate the
stamps in denominations of one cent
Hicks attended the Northern Baptist
places which may be used for SabAmerican
Legion
and
others
who
will,
is
earnestly
requested
by
me
in
and three cents are on sale at the
Convention in Washington, D. C.
j and to accept the Sunday sports bill bath
fiports. The action was
contributing
flowers
to
shut-ins
Saturday,
June
10.
..This
day
has
postoffice.
Capt. and Mrs. J. Arthur Wagner passed by the last Legislature . Al- 1 unanimous.
been designated as National Shut-In Day and I wish to announce
and daughter, Miss Betty Hollenbeck,
that it has my whole-henrted support.
x
Kendrick F. Searles, who has been
have arrived from New York city sales manager for the Crex Carpet
This
is
a
strictly
non-commercial
activity
and
is
part
of
a
nation

attached to the Coast Guard base in
UNION
where they spent the winter.
Co. in New York, hls territory being
wide project, sponsored by 5500 florist members of the Association
Boston, has returned home, with hls
| The auxiliary of the Woman’s
and should have the support of all our citizens. Lists of individual
High School closes Friday of this | from coast to coast.
family.
Later he left this position and be- ' Home Missionary Society meets with
shut-ins outside of institutions are being compiled by the Board of
week. All other schools will close
Ten feminine members of the
Health, the nurses' register and churchfes; also other sources, so that
came an undertaker, learning the Mrs. Moyle at the parsonage ThursJune 16.
each individual whose name is obtained may receive a bodquet of
Rockland High School graduating
Mrs. Rena Thomas has opened hcr business in New York. He came to day afternoon.
fresh flowers or a lovely blooming plant, with the best wishes of the
class were in Bangor last week on a
Mr. and Mrs Ellis White of
cottage at Lake Megunticook for tho Camden 11 years ago and had since
florists and amateur gardeners of our community.
shopping tour.
successfully conducted a funeral Augusta visited Mrs. White’s sister,
summer.
This most surely meets my highest approval and I know likewise
Mrs. Ralph Wallace Monday.
Steamer Castine will leave Cam home on Mountain street.
The meeting of Rockland Lodge, I
will also find a joyous response in all the hearts of our citizens.
Mr. Good was interested in all civic J Mr. and Mrs. Lester Grant of
den next Saturday at 8 6'clock, Rock
P.A.M., tonight at 7.30, will probably
C. M. RICHARDSON, Mayor..
land at 9 o’clock, for Vinalhaven, movements, and in his passing Cam-' Portland were at Ralph Young’s last
be the last until September, and a
where the Limerock Valley Pomona den has lost a much liked and highly weekend and Memorial Day.
good attendance ls hoped for.
I Miss Anne Thurston with Mr. and
' Grange will meet. This excursion is1 esteemed citizen
Among the many beautiful flowers , Aurora Lodge, F.A.M., Wednesday not limited to Pomona members ana
Hc is survived by his wife, who was ] Mrs. Eugene Domey of White River
Winslow-Holbrook Drum Corps is
at the First Baptist Church Sunday night will work the E. A degree and anyone may go. The Wessaweskeag Arlettie Smalley of Rockland, and i Junction, Vt., have been at Mrs. J.
all set for the Glorious Fourth, having
| one son, John Good. He was a D Thurston who returned with
was a bouquet of tulips and iris given the fourth ln the series of Masonic | Grange Band will furnish music,
entered for the competitive drill to be
1 member of the Community Church of them to Vermont.
by Mr. and Mrs. Frank H. Ingraham addresses will be given by Alan L.
Mrs.
Fred
Sherman
is
to
return
held in connection with Portland's In
In memory of their parents.
Bird. This talk will prove most in this week from Boston where she had Bogota’ N’ J ' Aml,y Lodge’ F A M
E. Mont Perry of Rockland and
dependence Day celebration.
teresting, and all members of the Ma been visiting her brother, George j Keystone Chapter, R.A.M., Camden Vinalhaven is visiting relatives ln
Varney. While in the city she at- Commandery, K.T., Rotary Club, this place.
The banner calling attention to the sonic fraternity are invited.
Dancing at the Jack o’ Lantern in
tended the commencement exercises Megunticook Grange, Business Men's
Mrs. Edith King of Mount Ver
Port Clyde is to be revived tomorrow Tourists' Information Bureau conIN MFMORIAM
at
the School of Domestic Science of Association and the Board of Trade. non is with Mrs. Edmund Harding
night by Kirk’s Orchestra. Jimmy, ducted by the Chamber of Commerce
There is to be a big charity boxing
In loving memory of Lemuel /
Grant,
who
passed
away June 7. 1932
Mr. Good spent a part of last win- for a few weeks.
Frews, who has been broadcasting |was dunB to the breeze yesterday. show in Augusta Friday night, Bud Il?,c Boston Y.W.C.A , from which he
Just one year ago Ood called him
and
daughtcr
M!ss
Eleanor
Hills,
was
,
er
j
n
Miami,
Fla
,
ln
an
endeavor
to
over WAAB, will play the drums and Wish 11 looked “ «ood from our angle Fisher meets Eddie Millson,
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Robbins of
To that happy peaceful land.
regain his rapidly failing health, and Southwest Harbor were at Edmund
Leaving us to bear deep sorrow.
gjng
as it does to those facing it from the "Battling" Sukeforth is matched graduated.
Why. we cannot understand
— „ ,,
L
...1 Mrs. Mildred Pratt and son Jere on his return in the spring was so
southward.
In our hearts hls memory lingers
Harding’s Sunday.
with Mango. The Rockland boys will .
.,
. .
. _ . ,
Sweetly, tender, fond and true.
be under the management of Earl | have returned 10 lhelr home in Dexter much improved that he resumed his
A flrst aid course open to Scouts
There Is not a day, dear loved one.
, i after a visit with relatives in Camden. i,usiness
Mrs noodhadconwill start Thursday night at the club
Tbe Brotherhood Class of the First H. Barter, the Tenant's Harbor sports
That we do not think of you.
„
,
...
____ _ uuslne-s wnicn Mrs. uooa naa con
NORTH CUSHING
| Re®ular meelln<f
Megunticook ((jUCfe(j during hls absence.
•
The Family.
room, head of the stairs over the Cen- Baptist Church will meet in the class- promoter
I Grange Wednesday evening.
j The funeral will be held Thursday
tral Maine Power Co. office Those room at 6.30 Wednesday night and go
Charles Robinson has returned
"Whitlin. will be presented in
2 o'clock from the residence on home after a trip of two weeks dur
wishing to take the course should ap- to Community Sweet Shop for supper.
Gladys—"Listen, Mabel. This is Megunticook Grange hall tonight at Elm strcet Rev
Hayden ofn. ing which he visited Togus, Portland,
pear there at 7.2.30. To receive a Red A broad invitation is extended to
Interment In Mountain Boston, Providence, Ellsworth, Ban
Cross Junior or senior life saving cer- members, wives and sweethearts. what my boy says in his letter. 8 o’clock. The play Ls sponsored by dating.
tlflcate a Scout must put In 15 hours, Herman R Winchenbaugh will toe ’Darling, I think of you all day-your the Cend-A-Hand-Club and is for the street cemetery. Thc bearers will be gor and Rockland.
Parcel Delivery
naturally waved hair, your brownLsh- benefit of the Methodist Church
divided into 1% hour periods Tuesday the speaker.
Pearl O. Willey, Charles C Wood, T.
Andrew Olson is ill, and hLs daugh
• • • •
Jenness French and C. Wilkes Babb. ter, Mrs. John Heino with her niece
and Thursday each week An extra
gray eyes, your slightly prominent
Donald Chisholm and Robert Chls- (
Family Washings
period will be given before the ex
Percy J. Good
Gloria Edwards recently visited him.
holm were the two happiest young- I cheek bones, your twenty-four-inch
Called
For and Delivered
amination to allow for makeups.
Albert
Risteen
has
been
on
a
trip
FRANKI.IN
ISLAND
LIGHT
Percy John Good, 59. died late
___________
sters inRockland yesterday. And waisb—'"
of Boston.
------Mabel—’’Well, that’s a queer sort of yesterday afternoon following a
Specials for balance of this week why not? Hadnt Tim McNamara, in j
Miss Nancy Long, a Bible student,
long illness. He was born in ChatFranklin Island Light was changed
>—large chicks, several breeds, $1 per the role of summer Santa Claus ( love-letter!"
dozen. White Pekin ducks 25c. Bronze presented them with two baseballs | Gladys—"Oh, didn't you know? ham, England, son of Thomas and June 1, to flashing white every six held services at the chapel Sunday.
N. F. Spear attended a meeting of
Tel. 106-R
Turkey Poults 45c, at Stover’s, Rock-1 autographed by the Immortal Babe | Bob wrlu’s lhose descriptions of Agnes (Willis) Good. His early days seconds, flash one second, eclipse ftve
File- were spent in Ludington, Mich., and seconds, of 670 candlepower. Hand the school board at South Cushing
land. Complete line of seeds and Ruth? The good offices of Brother I missing people for the police
in 1901 he came East to act xs general ‘ beil discontinued.
Saturday evening.
, gende Blatter.
fertilizers.
67-69
Gilbert had been exercised.
-A-

Light Tracking

Walter Dorgan

j-

FACING A FEW FACTS

j-

1

»

During the three years past we, as a people, have become accustomed to
facing discouraging and unpleasant facts. A spirit of, pessimism and resignation to
the inevitable has gradually taken possession of many of us until thoughts of “this
depression” are habitual.

ft Js Time Now To Face A Few New Facts!
(a) This depression is nearly ended. The Nation plumbed the depths during
the dark days following March fourth.
(b) On every side come thrilling reports of reviving business—of increased car
loadings—of reopened factories—lengthening pay rolls and increased pay.

(c) Prices show a general tendency to rise, thus assuring the producer a fair
return for his labor, and a renewal of public purchasing power.
Down here in Maine in general and Knox County in particular,
we felt the depression’s effects last and we are lagging far be
hind in the upthrust of business.

With the re-opening of the banks local business will come back with a rush.
We are prepared. Watch these columns from now on for smashing values of the
splendid high quality new day merchandise.
•

*

Fuller ' Cobb - Davis
/J L--?
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M3

w
M5

14

m6

Mb

M7

M9

56

51

5M

55

53

52

5b

HORIZONTAL (Cont.) ' VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
44- Metrie land measure 11-A mountain lake
1-A poet
45-The altar end of
19-A negative
5-A dance
8-Account (abbr.)
a church
21-To force air
48-Posaessive of Priam
violently through
12- Large lake
49-Entreaty
13- A eerpent
the nostrils
'50-The Orient
22- Discharges
14-Girl’a name
23-Conjunction
15-One who has erred 51-Make a mistake
53- Within
24- Look
15-To bar
54- Stalna
25- Greek letter
17- Small cup (Scot.)
27-A vegetable
18- Point of compass
55- Maritime distress
(abbr.)
?8-Deeay
signal
56-Combinlng form.
29-A period of time
20- Paradise
(abbr.)
Narrow
21- Breathe noisily
when asleep
;3&-Laud
S6-Tormente
25- Agree
VERTICAL
37- Stains
26- The domain of an
38- To be sorry for
emperor (Poet.)
1-Choicest
40- Comprrative suffix
30- Point of compass
(abbr.)
2- Melody
41- Moved rapidly
3-Cleanees with water 42-A waiter
31- Preposition
4- Laira
43-A rodent (pi.)
32-That is (Latin,
abbr.)
5- Father or mother
45- Sacred bul, of
t-Conjunction
6- Beeaute
Egypt
46- Satafy
7- Ball
-Leave
4i -Begins
8- Girl't name
47- East longitude
9- Pamper
(abbr.)
39-Abounds
41-Heavcn!y body
10-An Indian tribe
,52-Rood (abbr.)

Sunday’s results; South Thomas
ton 7, Rockville 0; Clark Island 20,
Rockport 6; Battery F 7, Pirates 6,
(10 Innings).

School Notes

Miss Abbie M. Buck of the Maine
Public Health Association visited
the grade schools at the New Build
ing recently and expressed her sur
prise and pleasure at the results of
the hea’th work that has been ac
complished during the year.
More than 50 percent of the pupils
in the grammar and intermediate
rooms received seven point pins and
the primary pupils have to get but ]
three more pupils and this room will i
have 50 percent seven pointers.
The pupils who received the pins'
| were: Hazel Day, Janette StephenI son, Agne9 Day, Howard Hawes.
Norman Smith. Virginia Pinkham.
Betty McKinley, Harriet Farris.
Charles Hunt. Madeline Hawes.
Gladys Mitchell. Frank Burgess and
Edith Howard, of the primary school;
Donald Simmons. Vivian Hannan, I
Laura Storer, Wilma Hannan. Miles
Leach, Eleanor Hunt, Lawrence
Esanc.v, Elisabeth Farris. Foster McEdwards. Norma Fossett. Howard
Young, Esther Young. Nathalie Fos1 sett, Barbara Creighton, Phyllis
Lucas. Carleton Robbins. Norma McEdwards. Clarence Perry, Roland
Carleton, and Thurston Gleason of
the intermediate school; and Roger
Farris. Burnell Farris. Bruno Aho.
Helen Mitchell. Pauline Young. Susan
Abbott. Ruth Howe. Nancy Cameron.
Eleanor Gleason. Catherine Chandler.
I Eleanor Simmons. Frances Rhodes.
1 Madeline Gordon. Ruth Cameron.
Virginia Howe. Alice Farris, Helen
Culllnan, Leroy Hunt. Henry Sim
mons. Rudolph Hesselgren. Leon
Esancy. Edgar Whitten, and Melvin
Kennedy of the grammar school.

The League Standing

Won Lost PjC.
South Thomaston .... 3
0
1.000
Clark Island .............. 2 1
.667
Rockville
............... 2 1
.667
Battery F ................... 2 1
667
Rockport ...................-2 2
.500
Snipers ..................... 0 2
.000
Pirates ..................... 0 4
.000
• •os
Tuesday—Rockville vs. Battery F
at Thomaston.
Wednesday-^Rockport vs. Snipers
at Thomaston (Cement Plant field);
Clark Island at South Thomaston.
toot
The Rockland Pirates and Texacos will play a practice game at
Community Park. Wednesday night.
• • • a

Photo Grace Lino
A CURE FOR TOUGH MEAT

out from the top like a huge tuft s-ad
the fruit clustered around the trunk
where thia tuft begins. The oblong,
or mellon-ahaped fruit la yellowishorange in color, and is eight or ten
inches long.
In all the Central American porta
lying along the route of the fortnight
ly cruises betw-en New York and Cal
ifornia this tropical fruit is found in
abundance
One after another the
natives amble by. balancing on their
heads trays filled with papayas and
bread-fruit, with alligator pears large
as one's head and rich as butter, or
with mangoes, steaming tamalea, and
freshly-made trrtillae. Indeed, by a
little shopping around among these
head trays, the traveler can pick up
a right good meal.

Dc,

husbani brings home some meal
that is tough, his wife doesn't order
him to "trot it right back.*' She
merely seta I’ away In a cool place,
covera it over with alicea of papaya,
lets It atand for a few houra before
cooking it. and when served it's as
tender as the finest cut.
The secret of this remedy tor tough
meat is that the pepsin-like Juice of
the papaya and algo of the papaya
leaf, has the unusual property of ren
dering meat tender
These same
Juices make It one of the moat health
ful of all the tropical fruits. It grows
on a strangi-looking tree that re
sembles a feather duster — with
branches and large leaves spreading '

South Thomaston

Carr, rf .....a-.........
Hopkins, p -.........
Art. Makinen. If ....
W. Makinen. If .....
Ames. 2b ...............
| Gattl, ss ....... -......
I Ollchrist. lb ........
1 Sleeper. 3b .......... I Putnam, c ............
Amos Makinen. cf

EAST APPLETON

WALDOBORO

NORTH HAVEN

4, Snipers 1
It was one-all up to the sixth in
ning at South Thomaston Thursday
and then the home team upset the
apple-cart by making three runs.
Hopkins fanned 12. The score:
South Thomaston

I

ab r h po
3
2
2
1
3

26
>ers
ab
3
3
3
3
. 3
. 3
2
. 3
3

1 12
1 1

4 7 21 5 2
a
0
1
0
0
2
0
1
3

Gray was in the box for the soldiers. I
and though not up to his usual form!
was too much for the visitors, and
also turned in a two-bagger.
• • • •
The State Prison team was de
feated 5 to 0 by a Lewiston team
Sunday, the visitors getting thej
Jump on their opponents early in
the game. Smith pitched.

APPLETON MILLS
Memorial Day found Pine Grove
cemetery very beautiful this year.
Everywhere were loving remem
brances in flowers and well kept lots,
showing that those who have passed
on were not forgotten. Both grade
schools assisted in the exercises for
the day.
Sunday guests of Mrs. Addle Rob
bins were Mr. and Mrs. Maynard
Brown and daughter Julia, Miss
Muriel Robbins. Miss Margaret Rob
bins. Miss Katie Niskanen of
Augusta; Prank Meservey. Richard
Gordon and Vivian Hills of Union.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Perry and
son of Belfast were at their former
home here Sunday.
Cards have been received from
Donald Hall who Is now stationed
at Fort Williams.
Gcod luck
Donald!
Teachers of the entire high school
were guests of the seniors Saturday
in a truck ride and picnic to Ilet-■
boro.
The grammar school and teacher
Miss Bowler, finished the spring
term with an all-day picnic at Belfast
Park Friday with the two grade
schools of Burkettvllle.
Saturday the primary school with
their teacher Miss Lucy Moody and
Invited guests held a picnic at Bean's
Shore.
Mr. and Mrs. Urban Trask and
children of Camden were visitors
Sunday at Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
Wentworth's.
Mrs. Chloe Mills of South Hop-

(J To Ui Printing ia more than
■* just putting word* into type.
It is the creation of a work of art,
ba it a simple little announcement
or an elaborate booklet. Hence
we take all the pride of an artist
in his craft, in each job; and that
is the secret of the superlative
quality of The Courier-Gazette
Printing.

The Courier-Gazette

a
pert’*'
b„teW
voV’n

e
Mrs John Teague of Warren has
0
been the guest of Mrs. Isadorr
Delayed Story of Memorial Day
0
Memorial exercises both morning Hoffscs.
0
' and afternoon were well attended.
Judge Rorcr Miller of South Bei3
0
Some 40 or more children from the wick passed the weekend with his
0
1
(Solution to Previous Puzzle)
grade schools marched from the li mother. Mrs. Ida Miller.
•
0
Appleton Town baseball team
brary with flags and flowers to the
1
0
VINALHAVEN
John H Miller and Ralph Morse
Ferry Landing.
After
singing
a played Albion Town team Sunday
0
"America." and remarks by Rev. were in Boston Friday, returning dress from Rev Frederic Emerscn; j Huntley. 2t
0 • 3 0 The score, 14 to 4 in favor of Ap
Rev. N. F Atwood, pastor of Union
with Ford cars lor the Waldoboro sale of poppy for soldiers
pleton.
Mr.
Huse
on
"What
the
Flag
Stands
Church will deliver the baccalaure
Fred Demuth and son Fred are
For."
the
group
marched
onto
the
®
arage
Alvah Ames of Collins-Storer Post.
26 1 7 18 10 2
ate sermon June 11 to the senior
repairing the platform of the Union
float
and
moved
out
ur.on
the
waters.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Richard
de
Mutelle
A
L.
of
Union,
placed
a
flag
and
South
Thomaston
0
0
1
0
0
3
class of 1933. and undergraduates of
piloted by Arthur Hopkins. Musi- j who have passe dthe winter in Flori ts regth on the grave of Sergt. Fred- snipers ............... 0 0 1 0 0 0 0—1 Church.
Vinalhaven High School The 33d
The Farm Bureau will meet ln the
erick Gushee in Pine Grove ceme
dans played a selection and the da. are now at their home here. '
Two-base hits. Knowlton, Ames.
annual commencement will take
tery. Appleton.
i
Putnam.
Amos
Makinen.
Double
Oran
«e hal‘ for an a»-day
children
threw
flowers
upon
the
The
Waldoboro
Public
Library
is
place at Memorial hall Thursday
waters in memory of the sailors who indebted to Mrs. Mary David. Mrs.
Mrs. Adella Gushee's family were plays. Ames. Gatti and Gilchrist June 9 "Cleaning and Printing”
evening. June 15 at 7 o'clock. The
have died in the service of their James Mank. Mrs. May Welt kxiu aU -with her over Memorial Day. Bases on bails, off Hopkins 1. off will be the purpose.
program: Processional, piano; invo
Mrs. Olive Pease of Camden »»
country. Roger Danforth
sounded Dr. P. O. Cadleu for gifts of book.- Mrs. Carolyn Page. Mrs. Daisy Ben Robbins 1. Struck out. by Hopkins
cation. Rev. N. F. Atwood; selection,
the
guest of her daughter Mrs.
nett,
Mrs.
Olive
Emery.
Joseph
B
taps. and the float moved back to and to Mrs. Violet Deaneof Gatjii-I
12, by Robbins 5. Umpires. L. Carr,
orchestra; salutatory, Ellen M
Grace Brown one day last week.
Gushee
and
Almond
Gushee.
and
all
the
shore,
where
the
procession
rener
for
a
chair.
C
|
Simmons
and
Whittier.
Oeorgeson; prophecy, Althea F.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Brown of
a a a a
Mrs Lilla M Blancy is the guest! attended memorial services at Union
Small; piano solo. Helen L. Erickaffair.
were in the formed and marched to the library
North Vassalboro visited relatives in
Church.
for
dismissal.
Music
was
furnished
of
Mrs
j
E
L<Jcke
,
y
‘
ln
Balh
A
j
son; history. Grace Robinson; class )Senlor cl#ss
blue and s„ver
Clark Island 4, Pirates 1
town Sunday, on the return they
M< mortal Day Is past, and many
Mrs Crosby K Waltz of Wolllswill. Josephine Sanborn; selection, and m06t artistlcallv arrangcd The by Roger Danforth. Chester Dyer.
The
Islanders hit at the right were accompanied by their aunt,
visitors were'in town during the week
Floyd
Duncan
and
H
F
Huse.
The
orchestra; class gifts. Srdine U., fveninK Kovns of the glrJs and dark
ton. Mass., is at her home at Kaler's and Pine Grove cemetery received moments and turned their blows into Mrs. Phene Ripley, for a visit.
Calderwood; valedictory, borothy A , blue coaU and whUe trousers of the increased interest in this observance Corner.
many decorations. which made runs. The score:
• • • •
is
very
gratifying.
Asiala; presentation of diplomas, L
Meenahga Orange will celebrate tt a veritable garden of color and
Clark Island
I boys presented an unusually fine
Services
were
held
at
2
o'clock
at
Appleton
High Graduation
B. Dyer; class ode. senior class scene, long to be remembered. Merry
ab r bh PO a e
the church, with selections bv the the birthday, of six members with a beauty.
benediction.
Riverside
hall
Friday evening was
Midnighters Orchestra furnished orchestra under the direction of party at the next regular meeting,
Maurice Cobb was a recent visitor Edwards, S6
ss .......... 4 0 0 0 0 0
the
scene
of
a
very
attractive gradu
The American Legion and Auxili-' music.
4 1 2 1 0 0
Liam ft. f
Francis Lipovsky; invocation and As is the custom, the members whose in town.
ation
from
Appleton
High School.
ary will hold a public br.dge and 63
Mr and Mrs
chiUes n
4 0 2 9 0 0
Ja tin Ames and sister Mrs Bertha , Rogers c
Mr. and Mrs. Charles ChiUes re- prayer by the pastor. Rev. H. F birthdays occur ln the same mwll|
The auditorium was prettily deco
party at Legion hall June 8 at 760
1
1
5
.......
3
2
c
O
lb
are
included
as
guests.
turned Saturday from Waldoboro Huse; Lincoln's Gettysburg speech,
Bryant were calling on friends in
p. m.
Anderson 2b
3 0 0 4 4 1 rated ln the class colors, rose and
called by illness of Mr. ChiUes read by Alton Lewis, who also con-’ The honor list of the Waldoboro [ town recently
.......
3 1 2 1 1 1 silver. The commencement pro
Stein,
3b
Shirley Bunker left Friday for uncle.
T,.e
of May j, p^t now. and
, trlbuted some very interesting re- High School includes Ednah Howard
gram: Processional. Robbins' Or
Texas.
If - ____ 3 1 1 0 0 0
was a very satasRegular meeting of the Ladies of marks about the battle and the all As. Dorothy Lovejoy two A s and I upon tbe wpcle
chestra from Union; invocation. Rev.
.....
.......
3
0
0
0
0
0
Mrs. Merritt Lenfest returned the G.A.R.. was held Friday night speech; roll was called by Herman Everett Wincher.bach. one A for post j factory month with many fine days,
L. E. Watson; overture, orchestra;
from Rockland Saturday.
j wjth work on one candidate. Mrs. Crockett A brief address was given graduates and Genevieve Creanler Let us hope that June will prove as Huartarl. p _. ........ 3 0 0 1 0 1 salutatory address. Olive Gushee;
Miss Teresa McKenna is the guest ' Edward Coombs A 6 o'clock supper by Rev Mr. Huse. eulogizing the and Martha Luce three A’s, Virginia ’ goed.
34 4 8 21 7 3 history, Johnson Pitman; prophecy
preceded the meeting, the committee, drad. and also exhorting the living Rowe. Sherman Vannah. Margaret
of Mrs. Edith Vinal.
Friends of Mr. and Mrs Lyndon
and gifts, Laurence Moody; musical
Pirates
Stahl
and
Ida
Wallace
two
A's
and
Johnson are saddened to leam of the
Mrs. Mary Daniels left Saturday comprising Mrs. L. R. Smith, upon the times that are present and
ab r bh po a e selections. Olive Gushee and LinniMrs. H. W Fifleld. Mrs O'car Lane that thrust fresh obligations upon Beryl Davis. Phyllis Ludwig. Martha sanous illness of Mr Johnson who
for Medford, Mass.
..
3 1 0 0 1 0 bel Grant; valedictory (Every Day
Mrs. Charles ChiUes.
us. A hurricane, not of if ind and I Winchcrbaugh and Barbara Bonne' is in Massachusetts receiving treat
Science), Lawrence Whitney; will,
The Junior Prom held Friday night
Mrs. Alice Bucklin who has been flood ha-*5 swePl the country, but a one A. for undergraduates. Virginia ment All are hoping he may re B. Freeman. 3b _ 4 0 1 2 0 0 Johnson Pitman; farewell address.
in Memorial hall was a most enjoyWlnchenbach.
rf
.
4
0
1
0
0
1
the guest or Mr and Mrs. Fred moral and spiritual hurricane, a Rowe.
Junior.
and
Genevieve cover his usual health in good season.
4 0 2 1 • 0 Linnibel Grant; presentation of di-1
Lawry. returned Saturday to Port-' financial and economic hurricane Creamer, sophomore, were winners
. 3 0 1 3 0 0 plomas, Supt. J. P. Puller; benedic
Jand
| What the war has done to us. what in the local essay contest sponsored
these days.
H
Gardiner,
p
. 3 0 0 0 3 1 tion, Rev. L. E Wason; recessional,
the bootleggers, the racketeers and by the W.C.T.U. and Miss Creamer
Max Conway was home from Cam
Wallace Griffin has a large lot of
3 0 1 7 0 1 orchestra. Many out of State guests ;
gangsters have done to us. what the ; a winner in the contest in connec
com and garden sXuff planted, and Mosher, lb
den Friday.
0 0 7 0 1 were Included In the large company
.
3
political grafters have done to our tion with the county convention held
his
crops
are
looking
fine.
Capt. Edward Greenleaf left Fri great cities, what the promoters and in Jefferson.
1 0 0 0 0 0 attending. A dance was given by ’
the seniors following the graduation '
As Richard Ames and two friend'
KEEP WELL AND
day for New York.
brokers have done to the investors
of Springfield, and his cousin Luther
.
H. M. Riley and family arrived of the country, what the bankers
28 1 0 21 4 3 exercises.
HOLD YOUR JOB
Calderwood of Woroooco. were on
Monday and are at the William have done to the depositors of the
Bases on balls, off Huatari 3. Struck
On Continental Beaches
their way from Springfield to Me'"
Do you lose money and risk
ROUND POND
Gaston estate on Crotch Island.
country, what the motion picture
to spend Memorial Day. they met out. bv Huatari 8, bv Gardiner 5
losing your position by being
Mrs
Lawrence
Wyatt
who
has
Two-base
with
a
head-on
collision
on
the
wiI<1
plteh.
Huatarl
2
magnates
have
done
with
their
pic

absent a few days each month?
Hervey Brown of Roslindale. Mass,
been the guest of her parents Capt. tures of crime and vice and terror
Don't do it any more. Take
Charlton-Sturbridge highway near hits. E. Baum. Umpire. A1 Collins. was In tewn over the weekend and
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Tablets.
and Mrs. Ralph Bickford, returned to the manners and morals of youth,
Worcester
Richard was thrown Scorer. McOufflc.
Memorial Day.
• • • •
Friday to Boston.
They will quickly relieve
and to nervous system of children
through ‘the door of the car and cut
Mrs. Della Munroe who spent the
those cramps and discomforts
Albert Carver. Kenneth Black and all have created a disaster second
Last week's school results: At winter In Portland, has returned
oh his head and face badly bruised
which force you to go home. If
W. Y. Fossett were in Rockland Fri only to war Itself.
They were ail three taken to a hos- 1 Vinalhaven, Vinalhaven 5. Rock home.
you take them regularly they
day to attend a depositors meeting. There exists today a practical die- |
! pital, having sustained cuts and > land 1; at Thomaston. Camden 23.
Mr and Mrs. H. H Chamberlain
should prevent future troubles.
Miss Helen Arey led the senior tatorship.
bruises and other injuries. The car! Thomaston 8; at St. Oeorge, Thom- are at home again after passing the 1
If the administration
These tablets are chocolate
Christian Endeavor meeting Sunday measures of Franklin Delano Rcosewas demolished. The other car aston 33. St. Oeorge 10.
winter in Florloa
coated, easy to swallow, conat 6 p. m. The Junior Endeavor has velt fail no man knows what the
which swung in front of them, outi
• • • •
venient to carry. You can get a
Wilbur Gorham is erecting a cot-1
box from your druggist for 5 0(.
been discontinued until further issue mav be for the country. Three
tage at the North Point.
Let them help you, too.
notice.
I Clowns 15 to 8 Sunday. Chummy
' of the occupants was killed.
Mr. and Mrs Eugene Davis have
things are needed today; A greater
Harold L. Vinal of New York city regard for the public welfare on the
moved from Portland and are resid
LYDIA E. PINKHAM’S has' arrived for the summer and U part of those in positions of trust
ing at their home here.
at the home of Mrs James Dicken and responsibility; education of the
Miss Bernice Hamden of Fryeburg1
TABLETS
son, Lane's Island. His mother, Mrs people in the things which have to
was a guest of Miss Vivian Richards
over the weekend.
G. W. Vinal and her sister Miss Lucy do with their welfare; law-obser
A Uterine Sedative
Mrs. Carrie Redonnett who spent
E. Lane, are expected Tuesday.
vance, and a revival of real religion
the winter in Portland, has returned
A depositors meeting of the Se
There was a good attendance. In
home.
curity Trust Company was held the orchestra were pianist. Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilton McGray and'
Saturday afternoon in Memorial Arthur Beverage; violinists, Francis
.
York Porii Fa»hunt»
Mr and Mrs. Missler have moved i
hall.
H.
Nelson
McDougall,
general
// \//.'!/ V/
Lipovsky. Junior Beverage and | pARjg _ r h e accompanying
Into the Charles Brown house on
BOSTON, MASS.
BEACON STREET
chairman, and Senator Albert Mc
Grade Beverage; trumpet. Roger i
sketch gives a colorful Idea of
Granite street.
Loon of Rockland explained the Danforth; tuba. Chester Dyer; dart- j gome of the original sun bath cosMr. and Mrs. William Prentice
banking situation and pointed out net. Flovd Duncan; flute. H. F. Huse. tumea and acct < lea that will dohave arrived home after spending
the method of procedure Sor the
■ light the mermaids at Antibes and
Since 1840 this firm has faitn’n'ir
the winter at Pcmaquid.
the Riviera tins summer. The bath•a Beacon
served the families of Knox County best interest of the depositors; also
Abc's boy Ikey was in the outei jng cab and guj, ,y;os j and 2)
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Leeman, Mae
Next to the
encouraged
the
organization
of
a
LADY ATTENDANT
i Hmue
office when a telegram arrived, and are designed by Vera Borea. the
Gorham and Mrs. Mae Richards
new
bank
to
bear
the
name
of
The
Day Telephone 450—781-1
the stenographer called out: "A wire I latter being in black and yellow
were in Brunswick recently to attend
Knox County Trust Co. The senti from the salesman. Mr. Bernstein." ! elastic jers -.v. another sea enthe Rebekah district, meeting
BURPEE’S
ment of the depositors showed a
"Read it out loud to me." the boss semble by Mme Borea (Nos. 6 and
Edward Leeman. Emery Richards
ROCKLAND, ME.
7) showlna sea blue stripes on
vote for it.
Just a few minutes' walk to tka theatre,
and Harry Ross attended the Odd
called back from the Inner room. So white. Ensemble 3 and 4 Is a hand
snd shopping centers.
Fellows district meeting in Waldo- j
she started:
VINALHAVEN A ROCKLAND
bag and belt to match, the appll*
boro Thursday evening.
STEAMBOAT CO.
“Was ln Dallas Monday stop be in qubd fish heltiu in colored Pyralln.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
The sandal below is In wood and
Charles Brown oJ Portland was in
Steamer leaves Swan’s Island at 5 30 Houston Wednesday stop be in New
Gilchrest
rubber and the one across from tt
A M.. Stonington 6 25, North Haven 7.25. Orleans Thursday stop—"
town a few days recently.
Monumental Worlu Vinalhaven 8.15, due to arrive at Rock
Rooms without bath, ”00 up; with bath, M.00
Alvano Havener motored to Port
Here Abe interrupted, calling to his ln linen, with an appllquCd rubber
land about 9.30.
Main StrMt
star. Handbag (Nof“8) la of linen
Return—Leaves Rockland at 1.30 P. M..
land
last Thursday.
son:
“
Ikey,
leave
that
girl
alone
and
Complete Restaurant and Cafeteria Servie*
Thomaaton, Main*
Vinalhaven 2 45, North Haven 360. Ston
wltb appllqugd stars, the belt be
ington at 4.40: due to arrive at Swan's let her read the telegram."—Boston
Jennie Nichols has returned home
ARTI8TIC MEMORIALS
low
matching
it
in
material
and
Island about 6.00 P. M
after being away during the winter.
Talapheoa Connaailan
B. B. STINSON.
Transcript,
design.

There was a heavy frost here June
1, and many of the early crops were
frost-bitten.
Widdecomb. c
Memorial Day was observed at
Union Church. Appleton. The pro- Valenta. cf
•I•
by the children; music by the choir; Mason. If
prayer and “History of the Poppy." Seavey, ss
by Pastor Watson: reading of an ad- i Robbins, p

r
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THINK OF ITI Only $2.50
a day single .... and $4.00
double for this smart centrally
located hotel.

1OOO ROOMS
but whaf rooms they are I

Cheerful, colorful, coxy, each with
private bath, shower, radio, circu
lating ice water and many other
features you'll be happy about.

51s* STREET

AT 7»h AVENUE, NEW YORK
ROV MOULTON
Execufiv* VicB-Frti. and Managing Dir.
WRITE

FO«

DESCRIPTIVE

lOOKlfl

MANGER
500

ROOMS
Wilk BATH

□.5°

11?’

U EXTRA PERSON

RADIO IN EVERY ROOM

lx*«utlv* Offlc*
HOTEL MANOIR
NORTH STATION. ROSTON
Pleats
— RtcagelH** Cards
(or ui* bytrisndi an* myiolf. No
obligation.
Nome-

Struat-

Cllv -

uMAtaas
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And what IS the “biggest and best job on earth?”
“PARENTHOOD—the raising of happy, healthy children!”
answers a world of proud mothers and fathers.
And THEY ARE RIGHT! PARENTHOOD is “the biggest and
best job on earth!” And CHILDREN are the most valuable
property of our community.
Strange idea, isn’t it?—but it is true.
The acid test of any community is, “Is this a good place in
which to bring up a child?”
“More and better babies” is a safe and good slogan for the
betterment of any community.
Of course we know that this is the best town in the world
for a baby to be born in, but even the BEST can be BETTERED.
Many serious ills in after life are the result of child sickness
es. Failure in after life—even a large share of criminality—de
pends, to a great degree, on child habit and training.
Children’s sicknesses are practically all contagious. This is a
community responsibility. It is a matter on which no home
can stand alone. For, although raising children is primarily a
job for the parent and the home, IT IS ALSO A SCHOOL,
CHURCH AND CIVIC RESPONSIBILITY.
Every baby is important to its own parents, but it is also important
and valuable to us all and to our community.
Every baby should be weighed, measured and examined for known
and unknown defects. They should be taken to the doctor when they
are “perfectly well.” We should be working to spare them future ill
nesses, and should guard them against diphtheria, typhoid, smallpox,
and other preventable sicknesses. Every child should have a com
plete physical examination at least once a year—teeth, eyes, throat,
legs, feet—every part of the body should be examined.

We all want to give our babies a fair start toward a useful and
happy life.

I

THOMASTON
Prof. Edgar Lineken of the Uni
versity of Vermont spent Saturday
and Sunday with his parents Mr.
and Mrs. A. J. ,Lineken at their
home on Dunn street.
The W.C.T.U. will meet with Mrs.
Susie Newbert, High street, Friday
afternoon at 2 o'clock.
Miss Betty Brown of this town
joined with several from Rockland
in attending Saturday the reunion
of "Maine girls” at Camp Abena,
Belgrade Lakes. This is a favorite
camping place of Maine girls.
An entertainment that delighted
the eye and thrilled the spirits
of those who attended was that oi
the "fairies" at the High School as
sembly hall Saturday afternoon,
given by the sub-primary and grade
one pupils under the direction of
Miss Ney and Miss Collamore. The
onlookers' admiration for those who
had with such patience and skill
developed such fine actors, was great.
The costuming of so large a number
was a matter of much labor, largely
dor.’ by the two teachers. The
piano solo by Payson Oeorge was
well done and received merited ap
plause. The singing by the chil
dren was well received. The pro
gram: “Pan's Birthday Party," by
sub-primary; mandolin solo, Mae
Studley; "The Little Rabbit Who
Wanted Red Wings," grade one;
piano solo, Payson George; Military
Drill, sub-primary; Flag Salute, by
all; song. "Our Flag;" "America,"
sub-primary and grade one. The
assembly hall was well filled. The
money received from the admission
fees will be used, it is understood,
to buy equipment for the playground
on Green street.
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WARREN

dents were roped off with crepe
paper of the class colors. A splendid
sermon was delivered by Rev. How
ard A. Welch, to the young people
and many friends who had come to
witness the event, entitled "The
End Is Better Than the Beginning,"
the sermon having practicability as
its keynote.

FOR SALE

The Schick test will be given those
children who received the diphthe
BTOCK. fixtures and supplies of the
ria inoculations six months ago.
Orcutt Post Card Station Ior sale cheap
at 1 o'clock standard, at the Monti- whole or part. GEOROE B ORCUTT,
at Simonton Dry Ooods Co. Phone
gomcry rooms. Wednesday.
Dr.
275, Rockland._____________________ 65-67
SPECIAL
Laughlin, district health officer will
SEEDLINGS and tomato plants for
sale—strong, stocky, dark green, well
FOR ALL THIS MONTH
be present from Augusta, as well as
hardened, large variety. All 30c per doz.
Miss Orace Lawrence. R N.. and Dr.
Handsome pansies 20c per basket.
Extra Large Healthy-Day-Old
Three great prihciples of life were
Vegetables ln season. CHATER'S OAR
Fred O. Campbell. This test wi'.l be
Chicks.
Full
Blooded
and
Bred
DENS. Back road Rockport to Camden.
cited, in which patience came first
i________________________ 67-72
administered to ascertain whether
To Lay. R. I. Reds, Barred and
and was considered1 most important
1927 WHIPPET 6 cylinder 4 door
the child is immune or not, from the
White Plymouth Rocks, White
sedan, for sale, flrst class condition; also
as a builder of character. "You will
Dalton
adding machine.
Inquire 14
ravages of the disease.
W'yandottes, and W’hite Leg
have sunny days when everything
OCEAN ST.
67*69
Miss Susie M. Hahn was the guest
horns,
$7.75
per
100,
Heavy
odds
goes just right," said Mr. Welch,
WHEN you are planning to sell your
Friday of Mrs. Abbie Feyler and Miss
chickens and fowl, call PETER ED
and Ends, $5 per 100: 100% Live
| "then again will be the blue, dull
WARDS
Tel. 806-J.. Rockland.
65-tf
Mary Rice in Thomaston.
Delivery Guaranteed. White
days, when it seems as if all the
ELECTRIC mangle, practically new’
Among those who attended the
Pekin Ducks, per 100—$15.00;
Price right. Can be seen at corner Kel
world were wrong." It is at such a
ley and Thomaston 8ts.. or TEL 765
meeting of District No. 15, of I.O.
Bionic Turkey Poults, $35.03
time that patience stands one in
___ _______ _______________________ 67-69
per hundred.
Goslings, 75c
O F Lodges last Thursday at Wal- |
NEW Dodge-Plymouth and used cars,
| good stead. The second great prin
cash, terms or trade HENRY K. ALLEN.
laeh.
One
week
old
chicks
10c
doboro were, from Warren J-odge.
ciple of life was courage, which in
Tenant s Harbor Tel 8007
67*69
each; two weeks old chicks 12c
Fred Starrett, Newell Euglev. Fred
1928 MASTER Six Bulck Roadster for
cludes several different varieties,
each. No buslnes-; has with
Mathews, John Teague. Emerson O.
sale, good condition, price reasonable.
physical, moral and mental.
The
Inquire MRS. THEODORE ROSS. Cam
stood thc Deprei ion like the
Perkins, Percy Bowley. Charles |
den ._______________________________66-68
great courage and fortitude shown
Poultry Business. Ior lots of
Young all of Warren. Donald Ward
WOOD for sale-soft wood $4 50 cord,
by Miss Helen Keller, Robert Louis
hard fitted wood $7.75
ROBERT ES
50 add lr earh on Chirks and
and Edward Kenrick of Thomaston.
ANCY. Liberty. Me Tel. Washington
Stevenson,
Mr. Kernahan and
5c each on Ducks and Turkeys,
The Congregational ladies circle
12-23.______________________________ 67*69
Alice Freeman were pointed out by
You can beat the depression
WE HAVE the bankrupt stock of A E.
will serve their monthly supper
the pastor as excellent examples of
Spear for sale at attractive prices, con
with poultry, on thr farm or on
Wednesday at 6 p. m.. instead of
sisting of corn and bean planter, plows
courage in overcoming handicaps.
and cultivators, litter carrier, mowing
the l>a<k lot in the city. All
Thursday as previously planned
machine, mowing machine parts, hay
Thirdly, the last principle was in
orders
-hipped
immediately
on
because
of
the
graduation
exercises
rake. etc. Also several bags of Chick
■ SLK ED
- —
| TOMATO
dustry, the ability of concentrating,
Starter, at a very low price. PACKARD
receipt of Cash or P. O. order,
which are to be held on that evening.
STORE, at The Highlands__________ 62-tf
and keeping on with a task. "The
Parcel Post Prepaid. We have
The supper committee. Mrs. Alice
c„,
FITTED hard wood and junks, per
Race is Not to the Swift.” In con
cord $8; fitted soft wood. $6. T J. CAR-eve ral thousand for Delivery
Watts, Mrs. Rosina Buber. Mrs
ROLL
Tel 263-21
60-tf
clusion it was clearly indicated that |
Daily. If you want healthy,
Olive Peabody, Mrs. Ilda RusseU
MORGAN’S CREAMED
BRADLEY'S A-A Quality and Agrlco
spiritual life and contact is neces
hardy, strong Chirks on the
Fertilizers, bone meal, sheep manure,
Mrs. Gertrude Starrett, Mrs. Olive
nitrate of soda, and reliable garden
sary to success and to full enjoy- j
“MORE FOR LESS" Plan,
Holt, Mrs. Flora McKellar and Mrs
seeds of all kinds
Dellveity service.
ment of the good things of life.
Tel 446
PACKARDS STORE. High
Higher
Quality
for
less
Money,
Ruby Kalloch.
lands.
formerly
O.
H.
Hart.
55-tf
Special music had been arranged. [
order toelay. Wholesale and
• • • •
FITTED
WOOD,
dried
undi
r
cover.
$16
and
in
the
choir
were
Mrs.
Carrie
'
1 LOAF
q
I FULL QUART
~
Retail Distributors in Southern
cord; Junks. $8 Do not confuse wood
Mrs. Edith Robinson has as hcr
under
cover
with
wood
dried
under
Butler. Miss Annie Starrett, Roger
Maine for the famous Elmore
guest Mrs. Emily Seavey of Thom
cover. O. H. CRIE. Thomaston. Tel.
Teague. Chester Wyllie, Charles
122-2
65-tf
Feeds, Fertilizer, Lehigh Port
aston.
Wilson and John Robinson. The
land
Cement
and
Land
Limes,
Robert Connell in behalf of fellow
I FANCY
_—
trio, Chester Wyllie. tenor, Charles i
lowest Cash and Carry prim
employes in the weave room of
Wilson, baritone, and John Robin
in New England. STOVER'S
Oeorges River Mills presented the
son, bass, rendered a selection, and !
CASH GRAIN STORE. Dis
retiring overseer O. P. Edgecomb
Charles Wilson, a solo,
tributors for Stover Feed Mlg.
with a ring Friday night Just before
IN THOMASTON, furnished home to
Oo., On track, 86 Park Street,
the bell rang. Though visibly af
rent. MISS M E. COPELAND. 32 Knox
Reskland. Just below Armour's.
St..
Thomaston.
65*67
fected Mr Edgecomb made a fltFRIENDSHIP
Tel. 1200.
67-77
SMALL rent of four rooms, to let.
at West Meadows Write or call at premNellie Magune, organist, the VI ting reply. He went Saturday to
ROCKPORT
lses J, S GARDNER
66*68
graduates, marshaled by Earle Pay- Lincoln where he has employment
Mrs. Alfred Orne of Pleasant '
FOUR room unfurnished apartment
Rtgular meeting of Harbor Light ,£>n '34. and followed by the under- as overseer in the weave room of Point visited her mother, Mrs. James
to let. modern conveniences, garage If
desired. $18 a month V F. STUDLEY.
Chapter tonight.
graduates entered Iron, the vestry the Lincoln Mills.
Murphy Tuesday.
283 Main St Tel. 1080
66-tf
Charles
Dolham
seriously
injured
Mrs. Leland Hawkins entertained and occupied scats at the front,
SEVEN ROOM rent with modern conMr.
and
Mrs.
Will
Havener
of
East
I
PEELED
at bridge Saturday afternoon in
venlences. to let. Inquire C. M. HARTwo anthems "Pill the Days With his right arm last week getting it Friendship are caring) Ifir Gtorge ;
RINOTON, 81 Summer St__________ 65-67
honor cf her sister Mrs. Howard Praise,” Gabriel, and "Victory. caught in a belt in the card room.
Benner who is confined to his home I
BEST five room tenement ln cltv All
Robinson of Soutnwest Harbor who Ouseppi Verdi, were rendered by the
Mrs. K J. Overlock was weekend
modern, furnished or unfurnished, low
rent.
Opposite Scientist Church. MIKE
guest
of
Frank
Montgomery
anJ
bj
illness.
wa, her guest, over the weekend. The combined choir c-f both churches
PEJEPSCOT PAPER CO. ARMATA.
Men’s Shop. Park St.
67-69
Mrs. J. W. Tufts of Dedham ;
highest honors were held by Mrs Mrs. Maude Walker, Mrs. Orra Miss Ida Stevens.
BRUNSWICK, MAINE
HOUSE to let at 5 Rockland 8t_ All
60-73
The last game of the season for Mass., has arrived at her Martin's <
Improvements, garage.
D SHAFTER.
Hildred Rider.
Burns, Mrs. Mabelle Crone, Mrs. Ella
15 Rockland St.
65-tf
Mrs. Augusta O. Shibles and Wellman. Mrs. G. F. Currier so Warren High was Friday afternoon Point cottage for the summer. Her
COMPLETELY furnished six room
daughter Mis. A. Belle Skinner ar pranos, Mrs. Mildred Rhcdes, Miss when they played Union at Union, daughter, Mrs. Orace Faunce. also
apartment to let. grand piano, open
fireplace, oil burner.
Unusually attrac
rived Sunday morning from New Mabel Pottle, Mrs Amy Miller altos, the score being 24-4 in favor of of Dedham, spent the weekend with
tive opportunity to right party. CALL
RcehtUe. N. Y„ and will occupy the Edgar Shibles, Charles Marston. Warren. Much credit goes to Prin- j her.
Broadway, Cor. Granite St. 489-R or 958-J for appointment 67-72
„
TENEMENT at 80 Pleasant St. to let".
Shibles home for the summer months Frederick Richards tenors, Roberl cipal Charles Dwinal for the manMrs Pearl Lawry of South Port- l LOW PRICE FOR QUICK SALE
vacant June 5. Bath, sun porch, garage
Madam Lea Lubc-.chutz and Mr Magune, Weston Wall baritones. A ner in which he coached the team J land and Alton Lawry of Dedham.!
TEL
958-J________________________ 61-tf
WALLACE E. SPEAR
and Mrs. Josef Hofmann of the Cur- poem written by Earle Achorn, a- this year. Warren having won five Mass., spent a few days recently PIIONE 1G2-W
HALF house to let at 17 Warren 8t..
ROCKLAND
seven pleasant rooms; also two garages
67 It
tls Institute of Music, arrived Satur- alumnus of RHS.. "The New Road.' out of the six games played.
with Mrs. Charlena Lawry.
Inquire 12 WARREN ST
65-tf
day and will occupy their cottages was re!<d by
G p Currier
“^TENEMENTS to let. $10. $12. $14. $15.
Oraduation exercises will be held
Mr. and Mrs. Reginald Monahan
$20 $25 per month HERBERT B. BARhere for the summer.
F F Fowle of the Methodist Church at Olover hall Thursday evening at and two children of East Waldoboro
TER
Call 25 or 1017-J__________ 65-tf
Austin Whitney arrived Su'.day read the Scripture lesson and ofTHREE furnished rooms to let for
8 o'clock daylight,
and Mrs. Albert Oenthner of South
night frcm New York to spend a va- ftrcd prayer,
Advertisements ln this column not to light housekeeping Private bath and
Nearly every one in the village Waldoboro were callers on Mrs exceed
three lines Inserted once for 25 garage. Rent reasonable at 65 NORTH
cation with his parents, Mr. and Mrs
cents, three times for 50 cents. Addi MAIN ST Tel 261-J.
_______ 67
Using as his subject “Reserves of had their gardens nipped last Sidney Carter Tuesday evening.
tional lines flve cents each for one time.
W E. Whitney and incidentally tc Fewer," Mr. Currier preached an in Thursday night by the frost. Jack j
LAWN ROLLER to let at very low rate.
Virglnia R Capt
j Wa,. 10 cents for three times. Six words
Called for and delivered. Heavy water
Attend the graduation exercises o spiring sermots. with words of advice
seemed a little fastidious this time. lace, is in Rockland undergoing re make a line.
ballast roller. Phone 791. CRIE HARDR HS, his sister Cora being a mem and encouragement to those now
WARE CO, 408 Main St__________ 65-tf
picking sometimes just a few plants
pairs. Capt. Wallace, C. T. Lash,
ber of tire senior class. He
was
acROOM to let ln private family at 15
,,
,. rcmpleting their high school course , „„ „
,
char]es Wallace anJ
MYRTLE ST.______________________ 67*69
ccmpanicd by Vincent SuUivan nntl|and aDcu. t0 entw a ]arg(.r fle)<J o[ on a row. Ice was reported seen Pri- Nel£on
FOUR ROOM apartment to let. also
Hairy Hettner of New York. Clarence Jabor. Tw
I W morning.
Roy L. Morton are at their respec
three room furnished apartment, both
heated
and newly finished
MRS.
tive homes here.
Hood tf Vercna N. Y., and Franklir benediction by Rev. Mr. Fowle. Ar
FROST Tel 318-W_______________ 65-tf
Giiffctn of Rutherford, N J,
MENTAL CASES a «peclalty at the
lene Ingraham, Ruth Orbeton. Lots
Mr and Mrs Maurice Hahn acDr. and Mrs. F. 6. Campbell and
FURNISHED apartment to let two
DODOE REST HOME Spruce Head rooms
and private bath. 192 LIMEFOCK
Mis. John Sherer cf Rcckland is Eurns and Beverly Wellman, mem- companied by Fred Hahn of Gardi- daughter of Warren, visited Mr. and >Iaine.
Reasonable terms. Bot refer ST Tel 600 or 211-M
________ 65-tf
tt the heme of Mrs. Mir.nie Croza ’ here cf the Junior class, served as ner who had been the weekend guest Mrs. George W. Walker Sunday at ence^___________________________ 65*67-tf
ED apartments, all modern, four
whi’a recuperating frcm a surgical urherc.
BLACK
LEATHER
pocketbook,
coni
Apply
at
CAMDEN
& ROCKof Miss Susie Hahn and Joseph Martin's Point.
TER CO Tel 634
tainlng money and other articles lost LAND WATER
65-tf
cp. ration recently performed at Knox
Hahn, ar.d Mrs. U. J. Hebert and
Mr. and Mrs. LaFcrest R. Burns Finder please return to COURIER-OAUPPER furnished apartment of three
ZETTE office or call 273-J a________ 67-69 rooms,
Hc pital.
modern, to let. Oarage If de
daughter Dorothy, motored Sunday motored last Friday to West Newton, i
TENANT'S HARBOR
Contrary to the usual custom of
hereby given of the loss sired. Excellent condition. TEL. 899-W.
_____
to Gardiner.
I Mass., to attend the Coogan-Hartel j ofNOTICE-Ia
___________________________________ 65-tf
savings
book
numbered
2564
and
the
including in the commencement ex
of said book asks for duplicate
FURNISHED heated apartment to let.
Mr anH w
r»
v
^r- and Mrs' William RusseU ac- Wedding on Saturday and to visit owner
tremes the presentation cf gifts, the S-urd,v
ln accordance with the provision of the Inquire 14 MASONIC ST
65-tf
df t ,
asb0rne left companied by Mr. and Mrs. John Mrs. Burns' parents, Mr.
State
law
SECURITY
TRUST
CO
.
By
and Mrs.
senior class this year decided to make
ELMER C. DAVIS. Treas. Rocklapd. Me.. ~HOUSE at 22~Oak St to let. all modwhere th-J
”' TeagUe and
An°‘e P°llard' Andreas Hartel- JrJune 5. 1933 .
67-T-73 •rn. newly renovated six rooms. $20.
this an entirely separate affair, conCall ALBERT PETERSON at Fullersequentiy on Priday evening the) ior the
m^X emPlOyMen: wh0 had
8UeSt °f lhe Ru£S2llS
-----------------Cobb-Davls.
65-tf
zYf tho
montli,.
the
t week motored Sunday to
AVAILABLE for rent four desirable
membtrs oi tne class ano entire,
..__ .
....
tenements. Main. Orove. Grace. Court
faculty were invited to the’home oi) b„^k
‘
Fairfield. Mrs. Pollard returning to

DRASTIC PRICE CUTS
J. J. NEWBERRY CO.

For Sale

CUT RATE FOOD DEPARTMENT

SPECIALS FOR WEEK OF JUNE 5th
PEANUT BUTTER,
ONE POUND BARRELS

-I

ROOT BEER
X VV EXTRACT,

KRAFT’S SALAD DRESSING, full quarts,
CALIFORNIA

PRUNES, lb.

OC |

MORGAN'S CREAMED

CHIPPED BEEF,

PEACHES,

MACARONI

SPAGHETTI, lb.

Mr. and Mrs. E. P Ahern, Levi
Clark, Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Ames. Charles Smith and children motored
Edgar Crawford, Mrs. Blanche Vose * Banger and return Monday.
Mi. and Mrs. Nathan Lewis cl
and Mrs. Lilia Ames motored to DixFriendship
were visitors of Mrs
mont Sunday afternoon — a trip
Sanford
Hyler
Sunday.
through a beautiful section of Maine
Herbert Grafton is visiting his
Miss Oladys Seavey, nurse at the
brother Adelbert in Friendship.
State Street Hospital. Portland, was
Mrs. Richard E. Dunn will open
a visitor in town Sunday.
Miss
the Dunn collage at Pleasant Point
Seavey made many friends during
today. Tuesday.
her years in the Thomaston High
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Pratt and
School and is always a welcome children visited his sister Mrs. James
visitor.
Carney Sunday,
Mrs. Isadore DeWinter is visiting
Mr. and Mrs. William Walker and
in Boston.
Bci t Beggs of Waldcboro were callers
William H. Simmons is having an
Sunday upon Clayton Oliver and
addition built to his barn, to replace
family.
a shed recently torn down. The
Clarence Miller is leaving today for
work is being done by Newell Mc
Bath to visit his brother Franl
Lain and Nat Stone.
Milkr.
Mrs. Alton Reed of North Waldo
Mi. and Mrs F. Crockett Browr
boro is the guest of Mrs. Susie New
and daughter arrived here Monday
bert.
from New York for a visit with hi.
Mr. ar.d Mrs. Howard Beattie and mether, Mrs. Fannie Brown.
family and Miss Lillian Davis spent
Dudley Rockwell wiio is at his cot
Sunday at Crockett's Beach.
tage at Birch Point. Cushing, was ill
The baccalaureate services for the tewn Monday.
class of 1933. in Thomaston High
Mr. and M's. Libby of Bcston
School were held ln the Congrega were in town the latter pait of the
tional Church Sunday evening be week. Mi. Libby is a leather cutter
fore a very lar;e audience. The fc.- lhc J B. Pearson Co. The manu
church was decorated with beautiful facture of leather good.- is to be inflowers, largely from the garden of irtauced in the factory here and Mr
Mrs. Richard O. Elliot and arranged Litby is to have charge pf tne cutby her and Mrs. Charles Shorey. A ttrj. He will return latcr with hit
large chorus choir ably directed by family to reside
Mi and Mrs. Warren Gamage and
Miss Margaret G. Ruggles was
pleasing in their rendering of the two sens of South Bristol were
anthems, as efficiently played by the guests Sunday of Peter Hilt and Mr
organist, Miss Woodcock. The ad and Mrs. W.iiiam Newbert.
Sar.foid B. Comely, son Franklin
dress by Rev. Hubert F. Leach, pastor
of the church, with "The Unfinished and friend Carl Olsen spent tlie
World” as his subject, was handled we k: nd in town, returning Sunday
in an able manner. At 7 o'clock to their heme in Belmont, Mass.
The annual meeting of the Lin
the classes under their respective
marshals entered and took their coln Association of Congregational
Churches is in session here today
place to the music of the march
beginning at 10 a m. with services
"Our Director.” by Bigelow, played
through the afternoon.
by the school orchestra, which was
Mrs. Edward Andrews and chil
also played as a recessional. Th?
dren cf Plainfield, Vt., are ..utnme,
program: Call to worship; anthem, t guests cf her parents Mr. and Mrs
"I WiU Magnify Thee O God,' Ward Grafton
Churchill: prayer. Rev. H. S. Kil
Mr. and Mrs. Wiiliam Tessin of
born; response, "It Shall Be Done Staten Island, N. Y„ are guests c
Unto You. Holt; hymn, Come Mr. and Mrs. Ray Spear at their
Thou Almighty King," all; scripture Eiccklyn Heights home,
reading, Rev. P B
Franklin;
Mr. and Mrs. Oleasor. Cogan were
anthem, "Victory,” Verdi-Lerman; Sunday guests of Mr. Cogan's
hymn, "Abide With Me;" benedic- mether, Mrs. Martha Cogan.
tion, Father Franklin. The class The Thursday evening service at
marshalls were, senior, Forrest Graf- the Baptist Church will be omitted,
ton; junior, Charles Stackpole; Funeral services for Mrs. Jennie C.
sophomore, Ernest Hoffses; fresh- Butler, 69, who died yesterday at her
man, Robert Stone.
home at Port Clyde, will be h-lrt
• • • •
1 Thursday at 2 o'clock daylight from
The meeting of the Thomaston the Baptist Church of that town.
Board of Trade scheduled for Wed- Mrs. Butler leaves a daughter, Mrs.
nesday evening has been postponed Bertha Frost of Thomaston.
Notice of the next meeting will ap- [-----------------pear in this column.
Coal—famous Reading Anthracite,
Dr. Ethel Crie will be in Augusta j Stove, Egg and Nut, $12.50 ton, cash
Tuesday and Wednesday of this on delivery. Dunn & Elliot Co.,
week and next to take the practice ol Thomaston.
6G-67
Dr. Monroe Beverley who is having j
his vacation.
WASHINGTON
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Achorn and
daughter Esther, and Mr. and Mrs.,
Mrs. Ina Ludwig is ill with flu.
Waiter Hastings and children moMr. and Mrs. Percival Pierpont and
tcred to South Waldoboro Sunday. ,,
,
„
i
u
m
Mr
- __
ancl Mrs- Earl Grinnell are on a
and with Mr. and Mrs Martin Collo-1
fishing trip
mere of that village were dinner
guccls cf Mr. and Mrs. Frank Jack-j High school closed last Friday and
graduating exercises will be held in
eon.
Mi";. Isabel Jackson and daughter. the M. E. Church tonight. The graduBevcilty ar.d Oeraldine cf South atin" class will make a trip to Old
Thomaston were Sunday visitors c' Olchalc!
her sister Mrs. James M. Carney.
Several members of Mt. Olivet Lodge
Sanford Hyler left for Boothbay F.&A M., attended Liberty Lodge LatHarbcr Monday to went m the sal' urday. Searsmont Lodge was also In
vited and the grand1 master from
tof;.
A gravel walk is being built on Portland was present.
Green street, from tho railroad
There was a good attendance at
tiack to Water street.
Light's pavilion last Friday night. A
Mrs Walter currier, Mrs. John lap dance in costume was given by a
Currier of West Poland, Mr. and Mrs. | young lady from Augusta.

2 f )C

1 OC | PASTE, can

OC CHICKEN,

f
STARCH, pkg. bC | CHEESE, I b.

CORN

i r )c
11

~
21C | VINEGAR,

< 6c

1 ()c
1

Oc

OC APRICOTS, 2 LBS 25c

TO LET

WANTED

Spruce Pulpwood

HOUSE FOR SALE

>

in Everybody’s Column

LOST AND FOUND

Mi. r Solveig Heistad, salutatorian tro-hcr
h'r H°m? there'
for a social time and the carrying
..
'
°P WS
^r' and Mrs’ Ernest Achorn, Sr.,
out. of that part of the program. The I Many pcople
the ceme- J visited Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Davis
i s whxh had been pri pared by th 1
PASt two weeks, and the at Port Clyde Sunday.
senicrc were presented by Principal1 1g‘3 arc ad ^oclcln2 especially fine.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Cunningham i
She w who re id the original and M<:nCrlal cxerclaes were held there accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. P
humc.’-cu? verses artached Mr. Snow
Rev' Fl w Barlon and d. Starrett motored Sunday to
and the other members of the teachSivewright, assisted by the Auburn. They also visited Rev. and
ing staff. Mis Kcra Farmer and Miss EuLda> echcol child:1.n. The soldiers Mrs Henry Webb at Wiscasset.
Mai garet Hellier, were remembered ?ra'e‘s *ere decorated and a flag
Mr. and Mrs. N W. Eugley motored
witn gifts, as were Mrs. Dora Pack- Piacedat the entrance to the cefne- Sunday to Augusta.
ard an alumnus of the school who t€ry in mtmory of the unknown sol, , .,
served as chaperone oil the Wash-'di€r drad
ington trip this spring, and Hans Mls- Emma M. Torrey and Mn |
Baccalaureate Exercises _
Heistad, father of the hostess, who Annie Hawkins were entertained Fribaccalaureate sermon for the!
assisted in the evening's entertain- a:>y on an auto trip by Mr. ar.d Mrs. graduates of Warren High was
mcnt
I ^nest
honcr of
given Sunday evening at the BapMr. and Mrs. Fritz Sjorgern of day anniversaries of the three ladies. ttst audltorium, ReV Howard A
Ecoton who have been visiting Mr , There was a touch of sadness con- W[lch dehvering the address assist.
and Mrs. Edgar Smith, returned home | n«ted with the occasion owing to fd by
H y HoR jR the
I
Friday. They were accompanied bv he fact that when these annual parenUrc
marched jn
Mlss Helen Crcckett who will remain
“rst began there were six to _
.. _ . .
.
Arnold Robinson, a junior, leading
participate in the birthday observ-1
Iheir guest for a few days.
as marshal, carrying a baton of the
These who failed to see the play ances, ar.d now only three. The de
class colors, silver grey and Ameri
"Whittlin' ” presented by members cf ceased members are Mrs. Abbie Clark.)
the Epworth Lcague recently at the Mrs. Annie Kalloch and Mrs. Flora can Beauty red. Then came the
seniors, with little Martha Griffin,
Methodist Church wiil have anothei Allen.
daughter of Mrs. Ethel Griffin,
opportunity tonight when it will be
Thc townspeople are glad to wel
presented by the same cast at the come the arrival of all summer folk' dressed daintily In yellow, as their
Megunticook Orange hall in Cam Among those recently to arrive arc flower girl, and carrying a basket of
den.
Misses Price and Dolan of New York, roses, buttercups, bridal wreath and
Mis ■ Earbara Richardson, daughter and Mr. and Mrs. R. J. MacKenzie of lilies of the valley. Next in line
were the Juniors, Lois Norwood,
cf Mis. Ralph Blakely has recently Bridgeport, Conn.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Leroy
been cr.rclled as a student at tlie
The Thompson Garage business
Laujhinj Leon Camp for girls at)£e(nls
b, ircrea,Sing since the Norwood, looking very sweet in deliWc'.erbcro and will leave here the nccessiry renovations have bcen I cate pinkl bearlnS a ba"ket of lilacs
latter part of June for the two completed by proprietor Herrick who)and Weeding heart, as their flower
months' course
came from Camden a few wee-ks ago. girl. Charlotte Overlock, daughter
• • * ■
of Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Overlock of
Mrs. Emma M. Torrey, Mrs. Ed a in
Giected By Large Audienre
Wheeler, Robert Wood, and Mr and fouth Warren, was pretty flower
The baccalaureate service for th; Mrs. Wesley Comstock of Rockland girl for the fophomores, dressed ln
graduating elass of R.H.S., was held motored to Boothbay Harbor Sunday yellow, as was Bernice Overlook,
at thc Baptist Church Sunaay morn to call on Miss Alice Hills formerly of daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
ing with an attendance that filled this place, who recently underwent Overlock for the freshmen.
The chancel was banked with fra
ihe auditorium to tts utmost ca another surgical operation at the
pacity. Evergreens and white Inac,- Maine General Hospital. They were grant purple and white lilacs,
predeminated in the decorations pleased to find her making splendid flanked on either side by baskets of
which had been effectively arranged recovery and she expects to be able flowers tied with the class colors.
by the junior class. As tile proces soon to again take up her duties as High in the background was an
sional "Banner of Victory,” Bion- manager cf the Western Union Tele arch with the words “Class of 1933”
Pcrrier, was being played by Mrs graph Co.
upon it. Pews reserved for the stu-

OUR JUNIOR PUZZLE

Sts
ERNEST C. DAVIS. Fuller-Cobb
Davla.
65-tf

WANTED
MATERNITY cases taken at home.
Reasonable prices. Address 20 MYRTLE
ST.. Rockland.
66*68

; MISCELLANEOUS ;

HOUSEKEEPER wanted in small fami
ly Tel. 163-M or call at 81 Grace St.
EDNA PAYSON.
67-lt

HOUSEWORK of any kind wanted
by a middle-aged woman.
References
furnished Tel. Tenant's Harbor 11-3
MRS SAIMA MATSON Long Cove, Me
67-69
WANTED—YOU
TO
KNOW
that
GRASS ls Just green hay—To prevent a
slump ln late summer and to keep your
cows In good flesh and condition
throughout the year, don't quit feed
ing them -Olve them Stover’s Pride 20
per cent Dally Ration, an all-pure feed
at $1.53 per bag. or “More For Less" 20
per cent Dairy Ration at $1.33 per bag.
and you will find lt pays to feed and
keep the cows in flesh on pasture.
Wholesale and Retail Distributors In
Southern Maine for the famous Elmore
Feeds. Lehigh Portland Cement, fertil
izers and land lime
STOVER S CASH
ORAIN STORES. DISTRIBUTORS for
STOVER FEED MFG. CO. on track 86
Park St.. Rockland.
Just below Ar
mour’s. Tel. 1200.
66-68

EXPERIENCED STITCHERS wanted.
Apply at MODERN PANTS COMPANY
59-tf

POSITION as chef or order cook want
ed Best of references. H. T. PERRY.
Orace 8t.. City.
*tf

T
□UT IN TH’- PARK
Petty says there s an animal
lhc simply loves,
1 thc Park,
She says its eyes
re so very
lovely and gentle.
I
you want
to sec its picture, take your pen
cil and join all the numbered
dots together, starting with dot
number onc aijxl ending with dot
number fifty. ' Petty says she
would like to havc him for her
very own.

1

♦ Summer Cottages ♦
If you have a cottage to let or
desire summer boarders advertise the
fact ln this paper where thousand*
will read of It.

|

SEVERAL cottages all furnished, for
sale or to let for the season at Old
Orchard. BANOOR REAL ESTATE EX- ,
CHANOE, 114 Exchange St., Bangor.
___________________________________ 62-73 i
COTTAGE on Ash Polfit shore, six i
rooms, phone, artesian well, lights, to
let for season or for sale. DR. C. F
FRENCH Tel. 198-W.
67-691
ON Damariscotta Lake. 7rroom cottage
/or rent. Electricity, flush, running
water, boat; sandy beach near. Desirable
ASK YOUR DRUGGIST FOR
for fishing parties. LILLIAN NASH. 2
NU-VI-TA HERB & IRON TONIC
Maple St.. Rockland, Me. Tel. 936.
I. It cleanses the system.
66*68
2 It purifies the blood.
FOR RENT, nt Holiday Beach an eight
3. It Improves the appetite.
room cottage for July. For particulars
4. It aids Digestion.
write MRS W. C. VIDITO. 32 Grace St .
5. It tones up the system.
60-tf
6. It regulates the bowels, and helps to Lowell. Mass.
correct Constipation.
COTTAGES at seashore and lakes for
7. It is guaranteed safe and reliable.
sale and to let. Many good bargains.
Freedman Medicine Co., Stonington. Me. Write for list. L. A. THURSTON. Rock
61-T-94 land. Tel. 1159.
65-tf

WILL THE GENTLEMAN who tele
phoned me June 2 concerning my lost
cat please write me hls name and ad
dress Immediately so that I can mail
him a check and Instructions for send
ing the cat to me. ANNE T. BUCK. At
lantic. Maine.
67*69
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all times.
Prompt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO.
65-tf
MRS MINNIE MILES. Sunshine Inn.
ls prepared to take boarders at reduced
rates. Also light housekeeping apart
ment to let. 31 OCEAN ST.
67-69
M E. WEBBER -Fish Market. Water
and Ocean Sts. Open dally Will carry
all grades. Native caught flsh.
67*69
NOTICE—After this date I wlll be re
sponsible only for those bills that I
contract personally.
F. C. FIELDS.
Rockland. May 31. 1933.
65*67
LADIES—Reliable hair goods ar Rock
land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall ordera
solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J.
65-tf
LAWN MOWERS sharpened. Satisfac
tion guaranteed. Called for and deliv
ered Prompt service. Phone 791. CRIE
HARDWARE CO.. 408 Main St., City.
65-tf
KEY8! KEYS! KEYS! Keys made to
order. Keys made to flt locks when
original keys are lost. House, office or
Car. Code books provide keys for all
locks without bother. Scissors and
Knives sharpened Prompt service. Rea
sonable prices. CRIE HARDWARE CO.,
408 Main St . Rockland. Tel. 791. 65-tf
WHEN IN BOSTON—Vou can buy
copies of The Courler-Oazette. with the
home news, at the Old South News
Agency. Washington St., next Old South
Church; also at M. Andelman’s. 284
Tremont Rt.

REAL ESTATE
SEVERAL HOTELS that are fully
equipped and nhw doing business for
sale; send for list. BANOOR REAL ES
TATE EXCHANGE, 114 Exchange St
Bangor.___________________________ 62-73
IP YOU ARE tn the market for a
farm or have one for sale, you should
get our list before you do business.
Specializing ln farm property six years.
BANOOR REAL ESTATE EXCHANGE,
114 Exchange St., Bangor. Branch ofllce,
Dexter. Me.________
62-67
THREE small places for sale, suitable
for henneries. 3 to 15 acres. $750 to
$850. V. F. STUDLEY, 283 Main ftt.
Tel. 1080.

65-tf

t

I
Every-Other-Day

Society.
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The Diligent Dames had a de
lightful meeting Friday at the home
of Mrs. E. Stewart Orbeton, West ’
Rockport, with Mrs. Clarence Mun-1
sey as assisting hostess. The final
meeting of the season will take place
in the near future, with Mrs. Carl
H. Sonntag and Mrs. Russell Bart-1
lett as hostesses. Members are re
minded that the accounts for the of
ficial year will be dosld at this I
time.

Mrs. Charles C. Grant (Naomi
Stearns) who has been visiting her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Stearns,
left yesterday for Newport, R.I., to
join her husband who has been re
cently transferred from Long Beach,
A. E. Orff, Dr. B. E. Flanders, K
Mr. and Mrs. Henry E. Edward.’! Calif, to the training station at that
C. Rankin, George B. Wood, P. P '
of Birmingham, Mich., accompanied point.
*
A CERTIFIED INTERVIEW WITH MR. V. C. ECHLIN, 799 GOLDEN GATE AVE., SAN FRANCISCO, CAL
Bicknell and Alfred C. Hocking are
by Mrs. Emily Abbott, have arrived
Lawrence Miller, Horace Maxey
and opened their attractive sum
The Congregational Missionary
mer place Ledgmere at Ash Point. Society meets Thursday afternoon at at Moosehead Lake on a fishing trip.
Mrs. Abbott will be the guest for j 3 o'clock at the home of Mrs. L. A.
and Donald §mall are doing The
awhile at the Rankin street home of Thurston att The Highlands. Mrs.
Hub for a few days.
Mrs. A. J. Crockett. The trip east Charles Merritt will be assisting
was made by motor in four days, and j hostess. Mrs. E. JA. Lawrence as
William Sharp, Jr., of New York
was in particular enjoyed by Mrs. Ab guest speaker will review Pearl Buck’s who is spending several weeks witli
bott. who at 97 is an enthusiastic mo books 'The Good Earth” and "Sons" his grandmother, Mrs. E. D. pear,
torist.
‘We need reliable cars . . . that
both studies of China. Mrs. Charles is the lively guest of Bobby Crane
G. Hewett will be soloist. Mite for the week.
are economical to buy and run”
Miss Rqth Russell was at home ; "boxes are to be turned in at this
from Kent's Hill Seminary for th- ! meeting.
William Grafton and Miss Alma
K. ECHLIN is not only an engineer ... he
weekend, and had as her guest Miss
Nutt motored to Portland Saturday
T~------Barbara Fisher of Bath, also a stu- I Miss Ellen J. Cochran had as and on return were accompanied by
makes automobile parts! So he knows
dent at Kent's Hill.
automobile values.. .what a dollar ought to buy!
guests for the weekend Mr. and Mrs. Mr. Grafton's sister Mbs. EUv$.id
Harold Ledein, Miss Edna Ledein Andrews and two children of PlalnHe bought Standard Plymouth for his sales
Earl Conant was a weekend guest | and Miss Rebecca Bowden, of Blue
flend. Vt.
men because of “the many outstanding features
of his parents, Alderman and Mrs. I Hill.
that make for reliability and economy.”
Ralph P. Conant.
The Methodist Woman's Foreign
Floating Power engine mountings for in
—
The Woman's1 Auxiliary of St. Missionary Society will meet with I
Capt. and Mrs. W. H Wincapaw Peter's Church meets Thursday Mrs. Margaret Philbrook Thursday
stance ... not only a smoother ride, but longer
returned Sunday from New York. evening with Mrs R. E. Estes, 14 at 2.30. Mrs. Anah Gay will have ;
life from your engine. And hydraulic brakes
Mrs. Wincapaw had been guest of Summer street.
... not only sure, but self-equalizing as well.
charge of the program. All ladles'
her mother, Mrs. O. W DuBois.
whether members or not are invited
‘‘Some of our salesmen travel the Rockies... so we tried Plymouth on San Francisco's famous hills! It certainly can climb!"
And Plymouth not only is the lowest-priced,
Staten Island. for the week.
_____
Mrs. C. S. Barker and nephew ar
6-cylinder, 4-door sedan ... but costs less to
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Harrington, j
rived from Massachusetts last week
run because there is no needless dead weight!
Miss Ruth Lawrence entertained and are at their Ginn's Point cot Mr. and Mrs. Donald Wray and
her Sunday School class (Congre-1 tage.
Mr. Echlin bought Plymouth to make his
daughter Mary Margaret of Brewer
gational) Saturday at her cottage at 1
were guests Sunday of Mrs. Har
dollars count! Why not follow his example?
Crescent Beach. There were 13 ' Mrs. E. E. Stoddard was hostess to rington's mother. Mrs. Mattie Nutt.1
Look at all three low-priced cars. . . and buy
members present, boys and girls of the Thimble Club last evening.
Chestnut street.
/
the one that gives you most per dollar.
Grade IH age. Miss Lawrence was I
assisted by Miss Mary Bird and Miss j Maids have arrived at the summer
Miss Julia Pollock and Miss Mary
PRICED AS LOW AS THE LOWEST
Edna Ross. A wienie roast was one home of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Dana Valenta were guests Sunday of In
Standard Plymouth Six with Floating Power, 2-door
sedan, $46$; 4-door sedan, $510; rumble seat coupe,
of the highlights of the Jolly time.
Gibson at Seven Hundred Acre Island grid A. Oath at the home of Mr. and
$485; business coupe, $445. All prices F. O. II.
and are making the place ready lor Mrs. J. G. Gath, Alford Lake camp
Factory, Detroit, and subject to change without notice.
Attending the outing at Camp occupancy. Mr. and Mrs Gibson will where they spent the day swimming
•
•
•
Abana. Belgrade Lakes, Saturday arrive in the near future. Mrs. Clar and hiking.
“But what sold us is under lhc hood.
“We can’t forget looks, either! PlymSEE PIYMOUTH AT CHRYSLER MOTORS BUILDING,
“Room counts...we want our men to
were Mrs. C. D. North and daughter, | ence Dillon of Far Hills, N. J., expects
We bought Plymouth on engineering."
outh's style makes a good impression."
have comfort. The Standard is big.”
CHICAGO. CENTURY OF PROGRESS
Lawrence
Pike
is
home
from
Bos

Elzada, Miss Irma Fickett, Misses to occupy her summer home at Dark
Elizabeth, Luella, and Constance J Harbor June 21.
ton University for the summer.
AND UP F.O.B. FACTORY, DETROIT-SOLD BY
Snow. Mrs. G M Derry and daughter
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ralph
Glendenning
|
Barbara. Mrs. Harry Chase and
Mrs. Rose Watts of Belmont, Mass.,
DODGE, DE SOTO & CHRYSLER DEALERS
daughter Kathleen, and son Howard, who motored here with Mr. and Mrs. and children. Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Mrs. John O. Stevens, Miss Esther Harold E. Watts, was the guest of her j Curtis and Henry Fifleld spent Sun
Nickerson, Miss Betty Brown of sister, Mrs. Martha Watts, ln War day at Biscay Pond. Damariscotta.
I erd J can, and Mrs. Chamberlain of
Prizes were awarded to Vim. Viva |
Mrs. Margaret Ames of Brockton,
Thomaston. Mrs. J. F. Knight and ren, for the weekend.
Kennedy Crane who is in New
GLENCOVE
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Roach and >
Rcckland picnicked on the ledges
daughter Bertha. The outing given j
York on a business visit will also Mass. who has been visiting Mr. and and Vesta when Swastika Club met
:
Saturday.
with
Miss
Marion
Upham,
Rockport
for Maine attendants at Camp Abana | Mrs Melinda J Oxton has been i children. Arnold and Barbara of attend the Schmelling-Baer fight.
Mrs. Lester Sherman for a week, ha,
InForest Smith, Everett Humphrey
Miss Constance Joy of Southwest
and guests numbered about 40, ana guest of her daughter Mrs William Smyrna Mills are the guests ot Mrs
gone to Orono to be guest of Prof, last evening.
rnd Dr. Luce were among thc un
Roach’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. Nils '
was a most delightful affair, with! N. Benner Jr. at The Highlands lor
fortunate ones who hod tulips taken Harbcr was dinner guest of Mrs.
The annual meeting of the direc and Mrs. Howe W. Hall during com
Mr. and Mrs. II. R. Winchen
j Nelson.
swimming, canoeing and motor boat a few days.
Irom their dooryards the l ight be Helen Hall Friday.
tors of the Home for Aged Women mencement.
■
baugh
have opened their summer fore Memorial Day, by those who are
The Jolly Six Club was entertained
ing among features of entertain-1
will
take
place
tomorrow
at
2.30
at
Browne Club is to have a covered
home at Spruce Head, for the sea- I i.mong thc meanest kind of pcople by Mrs. Alton Wincapaw Thursday.
Rev.
and
Mrs.
Walter
S.
Round:
ment.
Mr. ar.d Mrs. Fred Parker who dish supper Friday at 6.30 at the the home of Mrs. Lester Sherman.
are occupying the Chatto coitagc al son, and will spend thc weekend,
Miss Gladys Grant of Rockland
have been at their cottage at Coopers Megunticook Lake cottage of Mrs.
James Sullivan and Charles Hare
there.
. Mrs. Oardner French recently En Beach for a week returned to North Alice Karl. The committee in charge J Mrs. H. A. Buffum has returhed Crescent Beach for a fortnight.
wa- guest of Miss Hazel Wincapaw
are
employed
by
the
Cen'ral
Maine
_____
tertained at an evening party honor Cambridge Sunday They were ac comprises Mrs Edna French, chair from a visit to Woonsccket. R. »I.
Friday.
Mrs. Kennedy Crane went to Scar- j Dr. E. G. Derend of Stoninglon Power Co. in Rockland in Frank
ing Mrs. Avaughn Ames of Framing companied by Miss Adelaide E. Cross man. Mrs. Bert Oregory, Miss Kath where she was the guest of relatives
Mr and Mrs. Gifford Calderwood
Sravey's
department.
boro yesterday to spend the weel: was a weekend guest of Mr. and
ham, Mass
Guests were Mrs who will be their guest for two weeks erine Keating and Mrs. Eva Green
attended a tin shower at the home
Mr
and
Mrs.
Gifford
Calderwood.
Mrs.
Louis
Marcus.
Charles Schofield, Mrs. Carl E Free ar.d by Mrs. Percy Merrifield and with Mte Thelma Russell in chargej Oeorge W. Roberts went to Nca with her mother. Mrs. May R
of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Pr'est in
and children Franklin and Mary were
Acheson.
man, Mrs Bernice Wolcott and Mrs daughter, Nathalie, returning to of transportation. If stormy Mrs : York yesterday on business.
. Rcckpcrt recently.
recent
guests
of
Mrs.
Clara
Calder

OPENS SATURDAY
Somerville, Mass, after a week's visit Karl's home on Granite street will
Carl O Nelson
Mr. Fcctc and family of the Samo
wood in Rockport.
Mr. nnd Mrs. W. A. Holman re
with Mr. ana Mrs. I. Leslie Cross.
set stuff have arrived and are again
b? the scene of supper and thc busi- J Eugene B. Sleeper of Belmont,
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Kelley of Bos
turned to Portland Friday after be
Earl Marshall returned Sunday to
f’ttlid in thc Maxey cottage.
' ness meeting.
Mass. who has retired after a period ing guccts of Mr and Mrs. E. E.
tcn were weekend guests of Mr.s. A.
A public card party Ls to be given
Rangeley after spending the week
of service ot 45 years for the State Stoddard for the week.
Prnobbcct View Grange did not
B. Packard, returning heme Me
at Grand Army hall Thursday afterend with his mother.
Mrs Helen • Chapman, worthy Of Massachusetts, with Mrs. Sleeper
held a meeting Thursday night, and
morial
Cay.
! r.con under the auspices of Edwin matron of Oolden Rod Chapter
Mrs. Lucy Glover arrived from
Mrs. Newcombe of Belfast was a Ma tcr Lloyd Crockett end rom? of
Mrs L A. Thurston entertained the Libby Relief Corps. With Mrs Adelma O.ES.. who attended the meeting of, has come to take up permanent
lift fleck accepted a long standing in
residence
in
Rockland
at
239
Cedar
Naugatuk.
Conn.,
Friday,
and
is
guest of Mrs. Alton Wi.’.capa? Fri
Itooevik Club Friday afternoon Mullen and Mrs. Ida Huntley in Marguerite Chapter in Vinalhaven
vitation to visit Equity Grange of
day.
Plans were made for a public card Charge, assisted by convention dele last evening when the Rockland street. Mr. Sleeper was a Rorkland with Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Fuller.
Belfar . 23 membrs b- irg in the
boy
who
went
to
Boston
at
the
age
party to be given Tuesday evening, gates. Play will begin at 2.30.
Mis. Laura Packard, Mrs. Mattie party. Supper wa; in waiting when
Chapte r was guest, 'is visit ir. 3 her
of
13.
For
20
years
he
was
an
effletr
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Lester
Sherman
and
June 13, at the home of Mrs. A S.
Packard, Mrs. Gifford Caldeiwccd the guest) arrived, and with mem
brother. Supt. E. A. Smalley
ln the Massachusetts State Prison, Mlrs. Margaret Ames of Brockton,
Peterson, Main street. , Reserva
Mrs. Arthur Rokes was hostess to
and son Franklin recently nude an bers frcm chcr O’angea present, all
Miss Martha Burkett entertained and for 25'i years was at the State Mass., motored to Ellsworth Sunday
tions may be arranged with Mrs the Bircan Bible Class Friday after
au/.o trip to Poitland, returning via sat dewn to the heavily laden tables
thc Moonlight Auctioneers Thursday House in the Department of Correc
Peterson or any other club member. noon.
Auburn and Lewi:'on.
ard ample justice wa.; done to a
_____
evening. Bridge honors were won by tion as parole officer, aiding dis Mrs Clyde Magann, (laughter. Miss
Lester Sherer cf Noilh Haven was fne - upper by the hungry Grangers.
Mrs. Robert Georgeson who has
Mr and Mrs. 8. D. Crosby are Mrs. PhylHs Clark. Mrs. Gladys Buz charged prisoners, etc. During fre Margaret Magann. ar.d Fred Grant
fuc:. cf his sister MrS. Marion Wal Equity Giange members put on a fine
quent visits to his native city he has of Waterville, were guests for thc
been at the home of Mrs. J. C. Cun- , visiting their daughter. Mrs. Harvey zell and Mrs. Ruth Hary.
dron Sunday, creasing thc bay in his pregram for the entertainment of
kept a wide circle of acquaintances weekend of Mrs. S. H Doc and Mr
ningham for two weeks, returned. Pease, in Wiscasset.
Iheir guests who enjoyed a royal good
motor boat.
Mrs. C. Churchill Wahle who has who welcome his return.
to Vinalhaven Saturday. She was
and Mrs. Russell Bartlett.
Mrs Ronald Abbott, children Jane time, arriving home after midnight.
accompanied by Miss Ethelyn Thomp
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Briggs of Mal bcen the guest of her parents, Mr
son, returning home after a short den, Mass., are spending a few days and Mrs. George E. McLaughlin
Do Not Consider the Purchase of a
visit in the city.
witli Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Cunningham. Walker place, lor ten days, returns J
_____
WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY
to Flushing, Long Island, today.
Granite street.
Mrs. Harry H. Brown returned
■ ti
Lakewood, Maine's nationally fa
Miss Laura Tehan has returned to
Sunday from Reading, Mass., where
Tha annual field day of Lady Knox
mous
summer
resort,
opens
next
Ieleebcro
after
visiting
Miss
Merial
she was guest of Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Chapter, D.A.R., will be held tomor
Saturday night, when the Lakewood
Merchant for a short time.
RB Jfel
Knapp for the week.
row at the summer cottage of Mrs
Players, with Edith Barrett as thc
H. P. Blcdgett, on Jefferson Lake.
unless:
guc-st star, will present the hilarious
Mies Ruth Blodgett of Beach
Dr. and Mrs. E. L. Scarlott. Mrs
Members are to take box lunches—
comedy success "There's Always
Bluffs, Mass., author cf thc widely
Lilian S. Copping and Miss Martha
"1
coffee to be furnished by the hostess
Juliet." The play will be given the
read novels "Birds Got To Fly" and
Wight motored to Kent's Hill Sunday
Leave Rcckland about 2.30 p. m. ana
Cavalcade
has
the
4’
"Home Is the Sailor,” has been at
entire week of June 12 with a Sat
and were guests of Mr and Mrs. J.
stay the evening to enjoy the moon- ,
the Blodgett summer home in Thom
urday matinee, June 17.
B. Scarlott for the day. They werc
melting
.
tenderness
of
light on the lake.
aston for a few days. She was ac
accompanied by (Miss Ruth Russell
maternal love and the
companied by Miss Muriel Carbury
SWAN'S ISLAND
returning to the Seminary to con
Chickawaukie Chapter, Delphian
of Cambridge.
tinue her studies.
Scciety, met Thursday with Mrs
epic drama of a world
Mrs. Laura Stinson spent thc
Earl Tasker and family of BradMrs. J. C. Cunningham returned Beulah Allen. The subject “Russian
weekend in Rockland.
in turmoil—It will stir
he new and amazing Cm now Refrigerator has 34 great
Friday fiom Staten Island. New York Art", with Miss Caroline Jameson as ferd were weekend guests of Mrs
■nd outstanding features, and yet thc simplicity of its
Mrs. Frank Bridges and Mrs. Will
leader. Assigned topics were: Begin Tasker's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Fiank
where she had been guest of her
you to your innermost
mechanism is without parallel. There are no belts, pulleys or Freethy went to Rockland Saturday
nings of Russian Art. Mrs. Ella 8. Hunter at The Hlghlatias.
son, Almon, for 10 days. Mr. Cun
stuffing boxes; nothing to get out of order—nothing to oil.
and motored to McKinley
Bird; The Novgorod School, Mrs.
depths ... inspire you
ningham who is in the Coast Guard
Helena Fales; Tne 18th and Early
The new Grunow is really a lifetime purThe Saturday night social last
The Maine Daughters of the
service has been transferred from
to renewed courage.
19'.h Century Painters, Mrs. Saaie American Revolution are to be en
werk was conducted by Mrs. Ruth
Staten Island to Boston, to have
Leach; Later Russian Art, Mrs. Car tertained at a June luncheon Thurs
Mculdcn
and
Mrs.
Bessie
Joyce.
command of the boat Frederick Lee.
rie Palmer. Description of pictures day at the home of Miss Clara NewMrs. Fred Hagan is in very poor
He will assume command June 15.
It simply MUST
The Holy Trinity painted by Rublev. hail Fogg. Bowdoinham. Members |
health and confined to her bed most
During her stay Mrs. Cunningham
The Entombment and The Descent cf Col Dumner Sewall Chapter of
be
sttn!
visited Capt. and Mrs. Albert Hays
of thc time. She is 82. and until
from the Cross, anonymous, Mrs. Bath, living in Bowdoinham, wiU act
in Port Richmond, N. Y. ana also Mr
this time has enjoyed generally
Beulah Allen; Lady Morozov on Her ac hostesses. Mrs. Maude Clark Gay
and Mrs. Reuben Young, formerly of
good health.
Way to Prison by Surikov, Ivan the State senator from Lincoln County
Vinalhaven, in Thompsonville.
The Methodist Indies Aid was
Terrible
by
Repin,
Cossacks
Writing
and State chairman cf Historic Spots
Mrs. Charles Bartlett of Washing
held
Friday afternoon in Red Mens
ton was the guest of her sister, Mrs. to the Sultan of Turkey by Repin, ard National Old Trails, DA.R., will
hall and entertained by Mrs. Mary
Mrs.
Maude
Smith;
What
Is
Truth
head the reception commit tee. A fea
Abbie Richardson last week.
Tra-k and Mrs. Sadie Gross.
by Ge, Head of John the Baptist by ture of the afternoon will be a visit!
Miss Alma Lunt of Frenchboro is
Ivanov, and Napoleon in Moscow by to the old Indian burial grcund3, to
keeping house for Capt. Emery
Zcreschchagin, Mrs Suelhi Sheldon; the Old Trails road that leads frcm
Joyce in Atlantic.
The Lament by Zruvel and Saintly Merrymeeting Bay, and other lr.terMrs. £alvin Stockbridge was re
Guests by Roerich, Mrs. Ruth Elling erting points. Mrs Suella Sheldon
TODAY
cently pre-:-nted with ft beautiful
Tiny lines and wrinkles don't show wood. The final meeting takes place and possibly other members of Lady
CONSTANCE BENNETT
I'Mishine basket frcm hcr friendl;
with new. wonderful MELIO-GLO June 15 at the Megunticook Lake Knox Chapter, D.A.R., plan to at
in
face powder. Stays on longer, prevents cottage of Mrs. Allen. This will be
[ and neighbors. The basket was
tend.
"Ol'R BETTERS"
large pores. Unsightly shine goes the annual meeting.
decorated and prerented by Mrs
Made by a new French process. MEL- |
COMING SCON
j Everett Gross. Mrs. Stockbridge has
LO-GLO spreads with surprising
In Person
Specials
for
balance
of
this
week
smoothness—no "flaky,” "pasty" look.
been a shut-in for several months.
Cannot irritate the most sensitive —large chicks, several breeds, $1 per
skin because it is the purest powder dozen. White Pekin ducks 25c, Bronze
known. Bewitching fragrance. Buy1 Turkey Poults 45c, at Stover's, Rock
MELLO-GLO today. 50c and $1.00;
442 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND,
TEL. 721
tax free. Corner Drug Store and all I land. Complete line of seeds and
fertilizers.
67-69
other good stores.
In addition to peraonal notes regard-1
Ing departures and arrivals, this depart
ment especially desires Information of
aoclal happenlnga. parties, musicals, etc.
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be
gladly received.
TELEPHONE .............. ....... ......... 170 or 794

M
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UNDER THE UNION JACK

A ROCKLAND BOY'S RISE

NEW SAFETY DEVICE

Being Tried Out This Season
(Continued Prom Page One)

out another famous trout brook
known as Cold Stream.
Attention Is now directed to the
upper reaches of the Penobscot
River, thickly dotted with what
proves to be short sections of logs
drifting down stream toward the
pulp mills where they will be con
verted Into the newsprint on which
possibly some future issue of The
Courler-Oazette may be printed. We
travel about 10 miles before the log
float ends, and figure that it must
keep somebody busy prying logs from
points along shore where they have
become snagged

(Continued from Page One)

because they feel that our part in
on the Camden — Works
the war was only for personal and
Well Thus Far
financial benefit; they feel also that
our preset attitude toward the debt
The steamship Camden which
question bears out that feeling.
"American tariff laws are very came onto tiie Boston and Bangor
unpopular abroad and each country' i route last week is trying out a new
has taken steps to exclude American ly perfected device for the accurate
.goods as far as possible. FYance measuring of distances of the ship
has its quota system and England frotn objects in the fog, when visi
bility is poor. The Camdcn lias three
its preferential treatment.
large
herns mounted on the pilot
“The European powers are fear
ful of Hitler, and already there Is • house roof. One of these horns Is a
talk in France favoring the reoccu specially constructed siren. while the
pation of the Ruhr district if Hitler ether two arc "electric ears." which
maintains hls present attitude, and nnasure accurately the length of
this would probably precipitate an time between the sounding of the
siren and the return of Lhe "echo"
other war."
Capt. Kalloch's success — and It from objects ln Its course. The
will be conceded that he has had it horns can be rotated in any direc
tion, and the strength of the echo
to a remarkable degree—has not
determines not only the direction of
served to obliterate his recollection
objects tn the fog, but enable the
of happy Rockland schooldays. He
officers to determine exactly how far
won his letter in baseball, football
away the object is. It is expected
and basketball Among hls contem
that the effective range of the new
poraries in the athletic field were
safety device ls approximately 2400
Frank Campbell (now with the Ex
feet or nearly half a mile.
port Steamship Corporation), Rich
Officials expressed themselves as
ard Fuller. Carl Perry. Benjamin
well pleased with the prCfcn-tiary
Perry. Jack Cates. Jim Ross. "Link” trials ot the r.ew instruments, on
McRae. "Sherm" Rokes. Bigelow the trip up the river through the fog
Healey, Dave Buffum and Willard
Officers m charge of the Camden
Hatch.
are: Charles 8. Crockett, captain; J. ]
E. Larrabee, chief officer; John Me-'
STRAND THEATRE
Innls, first officer: Walter Marshall ■
"Cavalcade" is a picture you can second officer; James Sullivan, third
not afford to miss Wednesday and officer; Ollie Bibber, chief engineer;
Thursday at the Strand. Noel Oow- Harald Graves, flrst assistant; Oeorge (
ard chose a daring theme and th? Cousins, second assistant; B. F I
daring of the producer was even Norris, chief steward; George Wal-]
greater in presenting tt. That such ters, assistant steward; George Ken
daring was amply justified, however nedy. purser; R. 8 Ferguson, freight
was proved by the enthusiasm of e'erk; H. Stanley, radio operator;
those who saw It. The picture Oeorge Hopkins, ticket collector; A I
“Cavalcade" Is one of the greatest H Oarow, baggage master; H. E.
ever come to the screen. The cast, Churchill, watchman; W. E. Fernald..
headed by Diana Wynyard and Clive watchman; L. P Hardy, watchman;
Brook, ls magnificent. Miss Wynyard I and S. Norris, chef
especially contributing an excellent _________________
performance in her role ai Jane
Marryot.
Herbert Mundin. Una
OI IVllieS
O’Connor. Ursula Jeans. Frank Lawton, Beryl Mercer, Irene Browne
Oa» Saver engineers C 5008 St
Merle Tottenham, John Warburtor.
Wheaton. Ill. have brought out a 1933
Margaret Lindsay are perfectly cast i World's Fair Auto Oa« Saver and In
ode Engine Oiler that saves gas and
ln colorful roles.
oils valves inside engine at same time.
We nominate "Cavalcade" as tht j Fits all cars Easy put on with wrench
; Users and Agents wanted everywhere
best of the "best pictures of thc I 327% profits One sent free to Introduce
Send Address and Car Name toyear," for many years past and manv , quick
day.
1
to come —adv.
67-T-70

ence H. laden with T.N T„ was blown
which wc pass enroute for Houlton,
up in Quideron Bay by a submarine.
the selected return route. And we
The Yosemite was half a mile dis
come'to Orand Lake Stream, popular
tant. but the sensation on board was
mecca of many Knox County fish
as if the ship were expanding and
ermen of several generations. Many
the glass in some of the ports was
camps, cottages and log cabins.
shattered.
The Yosemite's crew
Huntley Brook in Indian Township
took
from
the
water two of the
spells the word “trout" to my com
Florence H's three men who had
panion of piscatorial visions and
survived the disaster.
vacuuminous realizations.
After the Armistice Kalloch re
And now the way is almost wholly
turned to America but hls stay was
through woodland, so beautiful that
brief for the Rappahannock was Im
it scarcely needs the added glow ot
mediately sent back with supplier
the reluctant sun. A fine drive, lt
for the German ships which had
you look at the scenery, and not at,
What thr Speedometer Showed
been interned and were being put In
a road which is very much “out at,
the britches " Almost every kind of' There comes a delightful Intermis condition to serve as American
a tree that propagates in Maine is to sion when we stop at the Red Apple transports.
On a leave of absence in London
be found along this highway—many ] Camps in Macwahoc and meet Pro
with which I have been familiar and prietor McGrath and' his wife, whose he heard of an expedition which was
some whose genus is quite beyond acquaintance I formed on the occa going to northern Russia to fight
sion of my flrst trip to Aroostook the Bolsheviks. He joined the Eagle
my limited botanical knowledge.
We go through Waite and Tops last fall. It was something of a coin 3 as executive and navigating officer
field, not failing to note the marked cidence that we dined there on the and remained from May until Octo
contrast which the rocky farms pre closing day last fall and should be ; ber. 1919. seeing several engagements
sent In comparison with those we there on the opening day this spring. on the Kem front in the southwest
saw on the other side of the border.. The camps are more alluring than ern corner of the White Sea. co-oper
In Brookton the landscape is marred ever, and Knox County folks who ating with several landing parties.
by several collapsed farm buildings visit them are assured of very hos On return from Russia he was pro
moted to senior grade lieutenant
which typified Ed. Dean's idea ot a pitable treatment.
Somewhere above Old Town there and ordered back to the States.
"hard struggle." Cne of the defunct
Is a prolonged tooting of an automo
In Brest before embarking for
buildings is a schoolhouse.
bile horn and a speedily driven car America he saw almost as much
Wc Listen To Gossip
passes us and comes to a stop. From action in the fall ot 1919 as he had
The Lion on ; he back of our Ponty it ahght3 Jack Black homewara during the war, for demonstrations
comes to life as we enter Danlorth bound from a fishing trip with Rayagainst foreigners had begun. A
for there the fraternity
fjinty has erected
glewart
murder was supposed to have been
a welcome sign, Not having eaten, “Saw that Rockland, Me sign on
committed by an American sailor knd
since the previous night, and the]
the back of your car. and had to know feeling was running very high
noon hour having arrived, we stop, who was ln lt," said Jack.
One night an American truck con
at Williams Lunch, indicated by a
The remainder of the journey was taining several officers, men and
native as thc best restaurant in town prosaic enough We landed at the
nurses was stopped, and It was re
The proprietor set forth an inordi starting point in Rockland at 10.30
ported that two of the nurses were
nate supply of “ham and," supple Sunday night, having covered 962
killed, but this rumor Lieut. Kalmented by a stack of toasted bread j
miles ln S3 hours. Including all of the l(*h was never able to verify.
a foot high, and pie made from blue-'
• • • •
stops. Appetites are bred on such
berries for which Washington Coun- | outings, and we believe that we
He stayed ln Brest until November
ty is famous.
nearly created a new record by the 1919. then came home on the repair
It is a typical country grocery, and 1 diversity of places in which we ship Bridgeport and reported to
the benches were adorned with a! stopped to satisfy the Inner man. Lieut. Commander Douglas W
group of men who knew all about We ate In Lincolnville. Millbridge, Fuller on a receiving ship. He re
the community's affairs and were Saint John (two places), Sussex, joined the Rappahannock and re
quite willing to talk about them. N. B.. Danforth, and Macwahoc, be mained with that ship until April
The incident was especially edifying I sides sandwiching in an occasional 1920 . he was ordered to Charlesto Robert, who formerly had friends
or
oth€r pIaW6
i t?n s c to join the U. S. S. Kitthere and who learned of their pres-' trail.
tery. a transport operating between
ent Whereabouts.
And overslept, of course, next the States and the West Indies. In
It was interesting all through our morning
1922 he automatically resigned from
Journey to read the announcements j
• • • •
the service with the other Reserves
on the front of motion picture the- . My concluding contribution to this who had been retained.
atres, and I guess that I forgot to] rambling article (and I hope I have
As second officer on the steamship
tell you that the advertised feature j abused nobody's patience) is the Munwood he entered the employ of
at Saint John's leading cinema es- j propounding of a problem which the Munson Line, operating between
tabllshment was "Elmer the Great." should be answered in six seconds. New York and the West Indies
with Joe E. Brown—which has just Here lt Is;
After several voyages he went to the
been shown by Manager Dondis at
The Provinces are on Atlantic time Mallory Line as chief officer of the
the Strand in our own city
and have daylight saving When lt City of Eureka, which was under
?_.0C0CJC itandard tlmc » Rock- the command of a Maine man. well
Yellow Violet Memories
land wnat is the hour, daylight tunc
known in Rockland—Capt Howard
As we progress toward Aroostook the in Nova Scotia?
Fiynn. He remained in that service
high land affords a delightful view
[The End I
until 1924 when the U. 8. Shipping
of lakes, streams and forest with
Board in the interest of economy
here and there a village or town to
ILLARD IN CHARGE combined the Mallory, Bull and Exdemonstrate that Nature Isn't quite
the whole show.
Local C. A. C. Instructor Preafter a review of their respective
A patch of yellow violets attracts
sides Over C. C. C. Camp records turned over the entire flee!
my attention by the roadside, and
At Southwest Harbor
to the Export Corporation So an
while Bob ls filling hls pipe for the
other change was brought about for
sixty-seventh time I dismount from
After a stay of ten days at Port
Kalloch. In 1925 he was given com
the car and dig several of the roots
Williams the 158th Company Civili
mand of the cargo ship Lux Polile
to take back home Many years ago
an Conservation Corps moved to
8700 tons dead weight, running to
I used to know where to find yellow
Camp Number 60 at Long Pond, the Mediterranean.
He remained
i iolots just off Sherer lane, and at
Southwest Harbor, June 1. This unit in her until the fall of 1926 when he
school 1 had something of monopoly
made up of Maine men was organ came ashore to become assistant to
as the possessor of thrse posies, which
ised under the command of Captain the operating manager in New York
I still believe Vo be very rare. If any
Sherman E. Wiillard. C.A.O.. local In 1927 he became port captain in
reader of this article knows the
instructor of the 2nd Battalion charge of 24 ships, and shortly
habitat of the yellow violet in this
240th Coast Artillery. He was or thereafter was made marine super
vicinity I should be pleased to know
dered to temporary duty with the intendent and port captain.
about lt.
• • • •
As we near Houlton I learn some C.C.C. and to the command of the
His appointment in September
thing about thc scale on which spuds 138th Company May 22 Thc com
are planted in Maine's “garden pany was organized at Port Williams 1928 as director for the Levant dis
county.” Of course the best time to I May 23 While at that post the trict. operating Egypt, Palestine.
visit Aroostook County is when the members were, given thelr physical Syria and the southern part of Asia
potatoes are in blossom, and there examination and took the necessary Minor again took him to a far flung
are thousands of acres of them in oath enrolling them for six months. field of action. In the fall of 1929
With a good start the 138th Com he was appointed director for the
town after town. But potato-plant
ing Ls a gamble at best, and uyAroos- pany won the Memorial Day Ath Western Mediterranean — comprising
took County they have cither a feast letic meet held at Fort Williams, Italy. France, Spain and Portugal.
There he remained' until last year
or a famine-speaking now from the open to all members of the C.C.C.
The
company
arrived
at
its
camp
when he was made assistant Euro
aspect of financial returns. Maybe
the market is good, and maybe it is site at 5.30 p. m. and found that the pean director, with headquarters in
bad If the former condition ob location was in the center of a Genoa This gave him charge of
tains. the grower has a fleet of mo burned over piece of woodland. The 28 ships, including the new 16.000tor cars parked in his yard, and the stumps were partly rotted and with ton passenger ships built In 1931
boys and girls arc sent away to the the aid of the National Park Forest and having a capacity of 140 passen
best colleges and schools. If the ers the work of clearing was started gers and 6000 tons of cargo. They
market is bad, most of thc farmer's at once. The efforts of 200 men were are named Exeter, Excamblon, Exo
bookkeeping is done in red Ink. and soon in evidence, and before dark chorda and Excalibur. Capt. Kal
often thc creditor waits for a change all tents were up. kitchen and stoves loch came to America on his pres
of fortunes. ThLsyear there is a feel were ln place and all were bedded ent trip in the Exeter.
“What is the transportation out
ing of optimism, for the market down for the night.
look
for the present year?" asked a
Friday
was
spent
in
more
clear

promises better and the acreage has
been decreased to meet that situation. ing and in making the camp site Courier-Gazette reporter.
“Oood. As a matter of fact it has
more homelike.
Water was piped
A Glance At lloulton
in. and other necessities put into been rather good with us all through
The distinctive feature of Houlton operation. The hospital tent was the depression. Now it appears to
is the large hollow square used as set up and the doctor and his flrst promise even better. June, July and
parking space for automobiles and aid men took charge. In the after August are our leisure months. The
surrounded by business establish noon the camp was inspected by the only thing which is retarding busi
ments which would be a credit to any Park Supervisor and the local South ness is the instability of the'Ameri
town By the way of hotels there'6 west Harbor health department. can dollar."
that fine house. The Northland, and The address of this camp is 158th
Asked as to present attitude of
the Snell House formerly managed by Company C.C.C. Camp, No. 60. the foreign nations toward the
the late William Weeks of Rockland. Southwest Harbor, Me., and the United States. Capt. Kalloch said:
Everybody knew the late E. L. Cleve campsite is located about 1.3 miles
"France has never become recon
land, who went from Rockport to be out toward Long Pond on the Long ciled. They think over there that
come “The Potato King of Aroostook Pond road. Markers are in place the United States profited by the
County." And my inquiry for young start,ng &t the Junctlon of
war and they are very bitter at exHuse Tibbetts revealed that every 102 and show thc route into camp President Hoover for calling the mo
body knows that popular and suc
ratorium on German reparations.
cessful athletic coach whose wife is a
That Is the excuse the Frenchman
ACID STOMACH BIG FACTOR always gives for not having met his
Rockland girl Lucille Hodgkins.
We head homeward via New
IN CAUSING ULCERS
obligations. The feeling in France
Limerick, Smyrna Mills and Island
Don't let too much acid ruin your now is that cancellation is possible.
Falls, and near Island Falls stomach. Take Dr. Emil's Adla Tab
"Italy is now friendly toward
see the Parker Ridge Farm, one lets and quickly overcome acid con America, but in most of the coun
of the best stands in Aroostook ditions, heartburn, sour stomach, ln- tries there is a general feeling of
. t digestion C. H. Moor & Company,
County. Anri my companion points j
antagonism. They are down on u«
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on 1 Gallon?

FREE

CUTLER’S
CLEARANCE of all SPRING

COATS

and all remaining Wool Suits
REGARDLESS OF COST OR RISING PRICES EVERY SPRING
COAT AND SUIT MUST GO

Starting Thurs. Morning, June 8

Spring Coats

Spring Coats

That formerly sold up to $25.00

That formerly sold up to $14.50

’8'00

’13

Spring Coats

Spring Suits

That formerly sold up to $9.75

$coo
5

$3.98
$6.98

ONE LOT at
ANOTHER LOT

If you have waited for a reduction to buy your spring coat now is your chance.
Prices will not be as low again lor a long while.

369
MAIN ST.

sendno money FREE -36-page magic book

CUTLER’S

ROCKLAND,
MAINE

YOUR FAVORITE DRESS STORE

IL I. REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY, DEFT. WA. WMSTON-SAUM. N. c7|

sent

I enclose front* from 6 Camel packs. Send postpaid Free llag-ie Book.

FREE TO WU. WITHOUT SKILL OR EXPERIENCE OR BUYING ANYTHING
WU CAN BE THE LIFE OF ANY PARTY AND 1001 THOSE'WISE GUYS"
THAT KNOW IT ALL! JUST MAILTHE ORDER-BIANK AT RIGHT WITH
THE PICTURE OF THC CAMEL FROM 5 PACKS OF CAMEL CI6ARETTES.

Sfrtil-

City—

NO TRICKS IN CAMELS—JUST COSTLIER TOBACCOS
r

